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HARGIS ONCE MORE IS

CAPT.

A NIGHT
O 1UAL.

GOVERNOR

MOUNTAINS

FREE OF MURDER

i

CURRY

is

STEAMERS

oth.

,

LOST
OF

Columbia. With Many Pas
sengers. Went Down
Five Minutes After
Accident.

Not

SAN PEDRO RAN

VE

A ROOSEVELT

Fearless and

Cold Glances Exchanged But No
Opportunity Offered for Trouble Because of Crowd

LIVES

DEAL

SnLDlER-EXECUTI-

BITTER ENEMY

o com. i

.

HUNDRED

Discuss Local
Politics with Newspaper
Men But Friends Say
He Has Definite Policy.

S MEETING

cm,

COLLISION

Would

Clan Held Jollification at Sandy Hook. Before He
Went Back To
Prison.

WITH

i7

a

:

FOR SQUARE

CHARGE

FEUDIST

EVENING, JULY 22, 1907.

i

nrV EttFA, WHO MADE
TRIP OVEIl

-NEW MEXICO. MOJDA

INTO HER IN A FOG

TVPE

Scores Saved by Leaping Into
Other Vessel's Chains and on

Diplomatic-Capab- le

of Thinking For HimselfRc-ceive- d
Informal Reception

Gathered at the

and Spent Pleasant

Trial.

Evening.

Life Ran, But Majority Went
TIF. T.ISTEXS TO AKGVMENTS IX THE
HAYWOOD THIAL.

DETECTIVE McPAULAND AS

Down. Including Captain
of Wrecked Boat.

Snn Francisco, Cal.. July 22. Th
Captain George W. Curry, recently
Sandy Hook, Ky.. July 22. Ac
AND INTRIGUES steamers Columbia and Han Pedro
RIOTS
governor of New Mexico
appointed
were In collision off Shelter cove.
quilted once more after another fias
by the1 president, vice H. J. Hager- co of a trial on a murder charge TOM CXX'KIULL AT MOMENT WIIEX HIS DEADLIEST EN EM Y STOOD man, removed,
Mendocino county, at midnight Satspent several hours In
urday, the Columbia going down alJudge J a men Hargis of Breathitt
GAZING AT 1UM.
city
evening
was
enter
his
last
and
most immediately with one hundred
county, is off for his native land of
FOR
ARGUMENT
by a. number
taincd
of
old
ALL
his
ENVELOPE
persons, Including Oapt. P. A. Do ran,
feuds in the Kentucky mountains.
friends.
part
large
her commander.
of the
He will make a
The governor Is en route to Ro- Journey by stage, for Sandy Hook
The Columbia left San Francisco.
E well from where ho will either go to
Saturday, sailing for Portland, Ore.
Is thirty miles from a railroad.
It WASHOUT CAUSES TIEUP
IE
DEFEN5
Fe,
OF
KOREA
or
to
Washington
Santa
dirwt
She carried 189 passengers, 1(8 being
was to this fact that the prosecutors,
where he will tak the oath of office
cabin passengers and 21 in the steerAttorneys Byrd and W'augh, attributgo
Washington.
and later
to
age.
ed their inability to secure a convicseen
Curry
Captain
whole
has
lot
a
"
OF WISCONSIN
Heavy Tog the Cause.
tion. "Justice is impossible In Kenof the world, some hard campaigning
tucky," they declared bitterly, and
was a heavy fog at the tlm
and some rough lite1 since he left New Impeachment of Orchard the Emperor's Mother and Prince ot Titer
their only course was the one they
th accident and neither vessel
Mexico to serve as a soldier
took to throw up the case and 4et
was able to see the other, according
But his old friends declare that he
Which
Principal
Point
the judge go free.
Maternal
Ylng's
Ancestor
SYSTEMS
TAX
SUIT
until they were too close
to
survivors,
111
upnearance
has changed but little
Moody,
Special Judge William
to avoid a collision. The Columbia
to
Governor Beckham's appointee
Will
Discuss.
He
was struck on th'pot't bow with,
at Outs.
he is the same amiable, optimistic
hear the case, declared before his desuch terrific force that she WaJ "V
and capable George Curry
parture that he had no choice but to
down to the water's edge and sank
Among those who greeted the new
instruct a verdict of "not guilty."
Heavy Damage In Neighbor Iowa Wants to Recover About governor
In
about five minutes.
as an old friend and who WILL ALSO REVIEW
Hold Jollification.
DANCER IS HOURLY
Her officer attempted to get out
spent the evening with him were W,
The prosecutors knew the trial was
hood of La Crosse
the boats to save the passengers and
$100,000 In Unpaid
B. Chllderj, W. S. Hopewell, W. S,
to begin Saturday and should have
HAYWOOD'S HISTORY
BECOMING GREATER by their advice, many
of the ColumStrickler- - E. W. Dobson, A. A. Keen
come prepared.
bia's passengers, most of whom were
Elfego
Baca.
and
From Rains.
The Hargis clan held a Jollification
Assessments.
men,
were
by
Jumping
Sturges
saved
into the
a
After
at
ho
dinner
the
they
before
left for home.
rigging and chains of the San
Boise, Idaho, July 22. "The event
tel. the governor spent the balance
said Judge
"In the mountains,"
Japan, July 22. Telegram outer
Toklo,
they
were
Pedro
which
of
30,
from
1905, rewuiting in from Seoul state
hoisted
December
ot the evening at the homes
Hargis. "every man is his own sheriff
that Intrigues on
CITY COMPLETELY
80 were saved In
friends in this city until the arrival the death of Governor Prank
STOCKHOLDERS ARE
and executioner.
extensive scale are now In pro- to the deck. . About
They were taken from,
cast consternation over the an
of his train for E Paso.
He was accused of complicity In
gress. It is declared that the palace this manner.
In these Is a hotbed of Illicit plots and con- the San Pedro, which was drifting '
ISOLATED TODAY
While Impromptu and Informal the entire civilized world."
SUED INDIVIDUALLY
the assassination of Dr.'C. B. Cox of
aimlessly in the ocean trying to reoccasion was an enjoyable one and words Attorney E. P. Richardson be- spiracies.
Jackson, a foe of the Hargis clan,
pair her damage, several hours later
the time before the train was due, gan today the opening address for
Breathitt county Judges refused to
placing
on
The
the
throne
of
the
by the steamer Roanoke.
the defense in the Haywood case.
proved only too short.
hear the case; Special Judge Carnes
emperor
new
LaCrosse, Wis., July 22. All trains
aggravated
has
the
Bluffs,
Council
July
22.
la.,
Ths
San lVdro Pickett I'p.
The new governor did not discuss
abandoned it after asking state troops on the Milwaukee. Northwestern and trial of appealed tax suits against
On account of the heat. Judge Jealousy between his mother and the
was picked np later
the
newspaper
&1
men,
politics
venue
protect
change
a
with
him, and
of
to
Wood announced that he hiad aban- mother of Prince Ying each having by The San PedroGeorge
Burlington railway systems between Portland Gold Mining com nan v. In
W. Elder and ,
the steamer
though a newspaper man met him at doned the Idea of holding a session a large following. The disaffection
was finally taken to Sandy Hook up Chicago and St. Paul are tied up as volvlng nearly one
being
to
Is
hundred
thousand
towed
Eureka.
the trnim and tried to secure a state today. He had decided to hold a is spreading rapidly and rioting of
on the ground that a fair trial was a result of a washout following a dollars taxes, began
Judge
comparatively
was
'before
She
unhurt bement
from him.
impossible at Jackson.
morning and evening session and the people throughout the peninsula yond
heavy rainstorm. Not a train on any
touay.
a severe cave-4- n near her bows,
Governor Curry ha not yet taken none in the afternoon.
Feudists Meet.
road moved out of LaCrosse for inorneu
Is
apprehended.
company,
The
which does business the outh of office and he feared that
which, however, did not let In more
This little incident shows the ter twelve hours, and it Is not known
For fifteen minutes before Judge
ltlotcrs Grow Bold,
me cripple creek district, was It would seem Indelicate
than couid tie handled by her
on his part Richardson began to speak the court
rlble Intensity.
when they will get through, to Chi- in
Advices this afternoon from Seoul water
originally
incorporated
pumps.
Her passengers and crew
under the to enter a political discussion at this room had been closed
Late In the afternoon Tom Cock- - cago.
against
the
say
rioting
growing
the
that
is
in
laws of Iowa with Council Bluffs as lime.
were unhurt as far as can be learn- rlll. who slew Ben Hargis, brother
throng which sought admission.
Is cut off from rail comLaCrosse
magnitude.
Attempts
to
burn
the
county
headquarters.
The
to
decided
many friends who saw him
Hargis, munication In every direction. Teleof the senator and Judgei
Richardson plunged directly Into railway station and police building d. is Impossible to obtain a list of
assess its stock and the company was lastThenight, however. Were given
It
came over to the hotel to talk with graph and telephone lines
the death of Governor Steunenberg were frustrated by the prompt 'acwent
men
Wyoming.
the dead because the list of the surgovernor
in
new
understand
a friend. He leaned back In a chair also, ibut were partially restoreddown
that
the
in
opening
speech.
his
said
He
that
toJapanese
tion
of
police
gendthe
and
to
In addition
vivors is not known and cannot be
this suit the county would first and foremost, do all
against a column.
during
administration as govern- armes.
day.
damage was done to treasurer
nas Drought nearly a thou his iower to aid in adjusting local or the hl
obtained until the Roanoke arrive
Presently Klbert Hargis, a big, crops. Much
pen. was called into bebull
one
powder
near
magazine
farmer
The
LaCrosse
Koof
the
here with them, which will be this
On ing for the first time in the adminfellow, youngest of the lost 100 head of cattle, which were sand suits against the stockholders of political feuds and differences.
rean government
strongly guarded
the company to recover taxes on the other hand, he will carry out the istration
Drotners, drowned.
three surviving Hargis
of American Justice. Men by Japanese troopsis at the request of evening. Drowned In Berths.
by
stock held
individuals.
national administrations policy
were put into the bull pen perhaps as the minister of war. Rioters are
sauntered over from the court house
Damage is Great.
There were a number of thrilling
A Tout Suit.
New Mexico.
Ho will be an expon matter of necessity
with John Abner, a strong Hargis
but certainly shooting wildly out of windows and escapes,
This storm was one of the worst
county
but as most of the passenThis
'been
considering
has
will
"square
ent
deal"
he
of
the
and
man. None of the three men saw that ever visited this
without due process of law.
pre
two
Japanese
of
section
reported
the
to
have
gers
were asleep at the time, many
what was coming. CockrlH's back state and the amount of damage it tne tax question in regard to cor support the republican organlzatio
When the news of the governor's been killed. Murderous assaults are of them
in their cabins, bedrowned
poratlons
govern
organized
under
was toward the court house, and has caused in LaCrosse alone will run
the laws
It Is also said that the new
death flashed through
the world frequent and the city is verging al- ing unable to escape
in the few moHargis and Abner were on the steps Into thousands of dollars, while the of Iowa but doing business In other or believes strongly In Roosevelt an there
conwas an lmmedicate
on
reign
most
a
terror.
of
Business
ments before the ship sunk.
not live feet from Cockrill when each loss in the surrounding country will states for severai years, and If it that he is a republican of the Roose clusion In. nearly every quarter that Is completely suspended.
passengers
commend
rescued
The
wins
out in this action, other coun velt atriiM and Just as fearless.
saw the other.
there was a connection between it
be equally large.
People Warned.
the bravery of the captain and crew
in the state will file like suits In
The
While Governor Curry, with com and the Coeur D'Alene trouble. HosThe situation was thrilling.
city houses were under- ties
In
the
Seoul,
22.
July
proclamation
A
the Columbia, many of whom esmendable reticence did not care to tile camps arose lmmedlateiy.
look of utter surprise that flashed mined, pavements washed out, sew- order to collect taxes from corporaThe was published at 6 o'clock yester of
pecially the captain, took no thought
whose headquarters are In lie quoteil In any manner, his friends mine owners were strong in their day
into each face was a revelation. None ers stopped and much other damage tions
the people to remain In of themselves, but attempted to save
feel assured that George Curry will condemnation, of the Western Fed their warning
was looking for such an encounter, done. In the country. In addition Iowa.
houses. At dusk machine guns their passengers. The same unsejflsh
senwe of the eration and It was said In some quarThere is no doubt but that under be governor In eve-Not an eyelid quivered. There was to the washing away and beating
were
eutrenchod
behind breastworks disposition was found aboard the San
not the slightest sign of recognition down of crops and fruit,
animals the Iowa law these companies are word and will not be the whip crack ters that the miners Justified the built in the streets approaching th) Pedro.
on the part of any one of them. The were drowned In large numbers as liable for raxes, hut their claim is for any self seeking faction.
deed.
In
anticipation ot a night atCollision at Midnight.
Governor Curry, while not posted
law is unconstitutional,
muscles In their faces went as tight they were
"I want to say to you, that the de- palace
to seek shelter from mat the
tack. Military are patrolling the
The collision occurred at midnight
In detail on somn of the recent poas fine steel bands. There was never the storm. unable
Their appeal will decide the que
fense does not beliave there is any suburbs.
on board save the lookout
all
when
a flinch, or quiver, or gesture to be
litical events in New Mexico, never- Justification for such an act.
We
The storm resembled a cloudburst non.
troops are arriving hen?, and the officer on the bridge were
tray what was going on within the though
theless possesses a good general shall not attpmjrt to Justify it. we do butJapanese
hours,
it
continued
for
hence
they
are too few In number to asleep. The Columbia was steaming
knowledge of political conditions not believe it can be Justified from
Pitlisbiiri: I lent Record.
breasts of the three men as they it was rather a terrific rain storm,
make an attempt to disarm Korean north at an easy rate. Suddenly out
. July 22.
Nine deaths, here and he will make himself fully any point," declared thei lawyer.
faced each other.
by high winds and onePittsburg,
accompanied
soldiers
feasible
and they are confin- of the fog loomed the dark hull of
many
Insane
Cockrill,
and
prostrations
acquainted with all details before he
It was over in an instant.
lightning.
Orcluml Caught Rel llaiulctl.
ed to their barracks.
were reported today from heat.
the steam schooner San Pedro, southacts In nny manner.
without changing his accent, went on thunder and
At
formal
the
audience Saturday bound, evidently out of her course.
Richardson then
reviewed the
talking. Hargis and Abner passed by,
Governor Curry stated to a Citizen events
Marquis
was
Steufollowing
afternoon
Ito
to
the
of
death
first
the
whistles were blown and frantic
A few moments later Cockrill slow
reporter ast evening that he was nenberg, saying
that Orchard wtaa be received. He had a conversation
made by the helmsman of each
ly sauntered over to the court house.
happy to be again In the Sunshine
emperor,
lasting ten vessel to avert the collision, but to
WHEN WORSHIPPER KILLED BY Territory and that he had often long- caught red handed in the act. A with the former
ITALIANS RIOT
Wtiat is a l end.
to
came
minutes.
Idaho
detective
Pinkerton
no avail.
Why do the men of the blue Ken
home
ed for his old New Mexico
The new emperor Is preforming his
Drown Like Rats.
In
the and soon had a confession from the
tucky hills go out In the morning
while serving his country
The San Pedro struck the steamer
Philippines. New Mexico welcomes man, who, to save his own worthless duties In a purely perfunctory manwith deadly hateful purpose and reto
place
was
ready
ner.
blame
neck,
the
little on the port bow. tearing an imHe Is said to show
turn In the evening with the blood
him back with equal pleasure.
LIGHTNING IN
strength of character and the out- mense hole in her side through which
u;ion others.
of their neighbors on their bands?
The matter was taken up by that look for his administration of public the water rushed In a gyeat volume.
"The mountains know no law.
portion of the press which depends affairs Is not promising.
Each individual Is Judge and Jury to
Alarms sounded throughout the
GOULD
YOUNG
IS
upon
the prosperous and capitalistic
ship and the terrified pashimself. Wronged, every man is his
ARRESTED
classws, and the leaders of the Westsengers scrambled from, their stateown high sheriff and the executioner
ern Federation were adjudged guilty
rooms in the effort to escape from
of his enemy."
LOOKING FOR GOLD wiihi ut a hearing.
The speaker was Senator Alex. H.
the doomed vessel, but the time wa
was
Richardson
declared
Judge
Harthat
this
Jas.
Hargis, brother of
too short,
so far reaching that It extended even
gis. on trial here for the alleged kill- Object to Charge of Embezzle
The vessel sank within five minute
KILLED IN ACCIDENT
Struck Dead by Bolt Passing
to the White House. The attorney
ing of Dr. D. B. Cox.
of
the time of the collision. A life
New York, July 22. Klngdon hegbd the Jury to lay aside any Im- -i
He was explaining while a crowd
was launched with a number of
raft
Gould,
youngest
son
George
Gould,
of
may
Against
Slgnor
ment
they
have
formed
beginning
that
and
the
listening
rHion
the
passengers but only a few of the
stood
Down From
Is one of a party of a dozen Columbia du'-inNew York, July 22. Miss Helen entire number
the vast year and start with
conduct of feuds, what the spirit was
aboard were savM.
now studying him at the beginning of the cause Madigan, who was badly injured last One hundred lives
university
students
behind Kentucky's ghastly
Nunzio Nasi.
that lay shootings
were lost.
Steeple.
proshand,
mineralogy
go
at
Beevents,
evening
authrough
In
and
flrt
collision
stabbing.
an
various
between
and
lb
the
and
record of
steamer Roanoke, carrying
pecting In southern Arizona.
tomobile and a Long Island express theThe
ona by oi'e without prejudice.
hind him stood the little court house
rescued passengers reached here
The party is under charge of Dr.
train, died today.
Order of Dcfenwe's Argument.
where Henry Clay once spoke; to his
this evening bringing the first news
Borne, Italy, July 22. Rioting of
Is my Intention to carry out
P. Berkcy, instructor in geolDr. Kdward J. Gallagher, who was of
right, the Hargis headquarters; to his
"It
llaclne. Wis., July 22. A number Charles
the
disaster. Shelter Cove, where
with Miss Madigan, was killed in the the collision
ls
faction. a serious character is occurring
In or buildings
left .that of the
were damaged
.ud ogy at Columbia. The plan was to my argument. If I am not overcome collision.
They were engaged to be up the coast. occurred, is 179 miles
Not a face changed in the crowd Sicily because of the arrest of Slg ho ran killed in a storm here lint go first to Bisbee and then to make by beat, in the following order:
"First, I shall discuss the law as married.
as the senator went on. It was nothnight. Lightning struck the steeple a close observation of Mule mounThe life raft bearing a number of
ing new to them. They had sucked nor Nunzlno Nasi, former minister of or hi. Mary s church at Waterford tains. It is said to be one of young applied to this case and to the prosesurvivors, is being towed to this port
these beliefs in with their mothers' public instruction, on a charge of passed down and killed one worship Gould's ambitions to discover "pay cuting witness.
by the Daisy Mitchell.
"Second, I shall discuss the history MADE PICTURE OF
milk. They did not understand how embezzlement in oillce. Mass meet- per. Several others were knocked dirt."
The VrHselx.
of the Western Federation, as shown
muscled, spirited men ings to protest against the arrest down and severely stunned.
The Columbia was an iron screar
by the evidence.
could settle their quarrels In any were held Sunday in many towns,
The storm occurred shortly after
2,7
22 tons register.
She
of
steamer
"Third, I shall discuss the general
FUGITlVb THIEF
other way. If a man shot down your following which, in several Instances, the evening worship began and
MARTIAN CANAL was built In 180 by J. Bosh & Son.
conditions which prevailed at Coeur
large number of people had found
brother it was your simple duty to disorders occurred.
of Chester, Pa., and she was owned
D.AIene and at Cripple Creek.
hunt him down and avenge the memPalermo, where the most seri- tneir way into the church for shelter,
by the San Francisco and Portland
ory of the dead man. It seemed ousAt trouble occurred,
"Fourth, I shall discuss the series
one man was In addition to the usual attendants
HAS
NO
CLOTHES
Steamship
Co. The San Pedro is a
by
Cambridge,
22.
July
to
Mass..
on
Prothe state
of events relied
strange to them that outsiders should killed and many injured.
Troops at this sanctuary.
prove conspiracy.
fessor Perclval Lowell, director at the wooilen Meamer built in lS'Jtf In Abcome in and ask questions.
When the lightning
the
suppress the disstruck
were
out
to
called
Washington.
erdeen,
"Talebearing plays a big part," the order.
"Fifth. I shall devote myself to the Lowell observatory, has sent a
steeple, it tore a large hole through
I : very Woman LoMt.
ofto the Harvard
observatory
senator continued. "This man or that
the slate roofing and descended along
In ex
Cody, Wyo.. July 22. R. McCoy, ascertainment of the particular
senate
has
been
called
The
Late this afternoon it is reported
says:
offioials,
on
are
go
which
trial
report
defendants
here
one
to
a pell rope Into the
side anu
man will
body of the the horselhief, who
gave Billings, fense the
traordinary
president
and
session
its
"Martian double canal Glhon pho- that eighty of the passengers and
that the other side said so and so will submit to the members the order cnurch.
Mont., officers a chase of over 100 for."Sixth, I
shall consider Orchard tographed by LampUnd and also by crew of the Columbia were saved and
about It. Then the reply is taken to nf Va.i's arrest
i
The man who was struck In th miles and a pitched battle before he
it
that
hiivri
that 150 were drowned Including
arrewt.
me."
the opposite faction. Hard feelings the oenutn will neren to Nasi 'a tern- - church was kneeling within a foot o would give up, and who, although under
Captain Doran. Tim steamer Roanoke
"Seventh. I shall consider Orare so fanned Into a fiercer flame, and porary release, and on November 4 lhv dangling rope and no one knew severely wounded, escaped from a
spoke the steamer George W. Klder
the tirst thing anybody knows there will convene as a high court and try nc was injured until it was noted that hospital In Billings, has not beeen chard while In the pen.
and the latter had on board eighty-eig"Eighth, I shall devote myself to BLOOD POISON FROM
is another killing. And so the feul the former minister.
did not rise from bis knees.
"e
He has been seen several
retaken.
of the passengers and crew of
generaimpeachment
of
Orchard.
the
generation
to
on
g.es
from
times by ranchmen. He is clad only
the Columbia, who were taken off
"Ninth. To the treatment of Haytion."
clothing
as
in
ills
he
has
and
under
steamer San Pedro.
the manner, the method and
Senator Hargis had five brothers.
DELEGATE ANDREWS
nothing upon which to subsist, ho1 wood,
HANDLING MONEY theThe San Pedro had her stern gons
He has lost three in the feud.
give up soon or reasons therefore.
to
will
have
either
and was damaged considerably for"Tenth, I shall devoto myself to
The situation in this little mounperish.
ward. Her main mast was gone and
witnesses
the reasons why certain
tain hamlet is felt rather than seen.
prosecution
testify
of
Manila.
an atmosdid not
for the
P. I., July 22. MaJ r her foremast sprung: her cargo was
One is subtly conscious
announced:
and others did not testify for the Paymaster Kugene Collin has had gone and she was In water logged
phere of tragedy.
ANOTHER DEATH MAKES
The Klder was trying to
liis left arm. amputated as a result condition.
But here the feudists are avoiding
be"Eleventh and finally, I shall dis of Infection from handling money l.i tow her to Eureka hut was making
each other. They do not sleep
.
e
1).
progress.
appears
ca.-22.
Washington,
July
slow
as
It
at
troops.
tils
or
before
eat
C,
the
paying
was
vetera
the
He
neath the same roofs
Washington, I).
July 22.
According to J. C. Flynii, a rescued
TOTAL THIRTY-FIV- E
Whin 1 have finished these an of the civil war and a member of
same tables. Captain Ben Ewen, one rial) The treasury department has
OiMvlal) Delegate W. H. Anpassenger, every woman passengor
I will nave none the old McKlnley regiment.
made his trip been notilli'ii of the follow ing cli.ingiH;
of the fiercest feudists,
New
Mexico,
drews
1
visiting
Newof
is
in
Jury
was
arrivto
Mexico
lost.
in
thnational
banks:
the
ut
can
all
t
assist
mountain
i.i
oer
to the
Anbia brother. Hon. W. R.
s s
K
The body of El liutler, supposed
ing at a proM?r and Just verdict In i;ivi:its
First National Bank of Alainogor- -niglu.
drews,
republichairman of the
do, W. R. Kdison to be vice presibe from Portsmouth, Ohio, has
22.
Detroit, Mich , July
Banner iln" case
HIV AUK FALLING to
can state rtnirul committee of
oent, vice Wt;':;m J. Bryson.
Hugglns. of Ionia, Mich., one of the, Richardson then began an elabor- Kansas City, Mo.. July
The been brought here. Miss Florence
Metal Market.
Pennsylvania,
secretary
arto
quiet
und
Visa,
Thompson,
of Johnston, Ohio, and
falling
are
Marquette
the1
National
Bank
of
of
his
Missouri
and
Kaw
rivers
Injured
New York. July
Nari
in
wreck
the
ation
Fli't
of
'.
I'eie
Iad
I'ntted Stdtes Senator PenriMte.
Eva looker, of Franklin, Ky..
hulurday, died last night bringing the gument.
court adjourned at li:ta r.ipidly today. AM danger of further Mi
5.15'5.25; copper dull 21(tf22; sil- J. C. Kavlty to be cashier, vice J. 11.
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until 6 o'clock this evening.
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CUT PRICES!
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CUT PRICES!
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CUT FRIGES ARE NOW ON THE BILL
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CABINETS

Winter's lingering in the lap of Spring did it. Perhaps you remember
that, when we expected pleasant weather early in the spring, it snowed. Then
it snowed again. And then it snowed between snows and all at the time
when we should have been selling Spring things. The short season leaves our
stock too large. NOW THINGS MUST GO. New season and new stock in
view. Plenty of time to wear light weights but short time in which to sell
them. So, here goes. The more you buy the more you'll save. That's the

Two Cent Rate In That State General Supt. Parker Escort
ing His Successor Over
Is Giving Much
KITCHEN CABINET saves more steps than a bicycle
Western Division.
Concern.
Larje aisorlmenl fust received.

Takes tb place el a Psntry, Capbosrd and Table.
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W. V. FUTRELLE FURNITURE CO.
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R. J. Parker, the new general su
Topeka, Kan., July 22. The Santa Fe system, the Rock Island lines perintendent of the central grand diand other Kansas railroads are fac- vision with headquarters at Newton,
ing a problem that calls for the wis- formerly of the western grand divi
:
whole story.
:
dom of a olomon. Kansas wants a sion, and his successor on the western
a mile passenger rate and the grand division, H. W. Sharpe, at
railroad commission of that mate has present superintendent of the Kansas
addressed a letter to the legal de- City terminals, arrived In Albuquer
partments of the various railroads que Sunday morning on a tour of in
asking the mntter to be presented to spection.
They were accompanied by N. M.
the proper otneer lor aotion.
When the western states were agi Rice, general storekeeper of Topeka;
passen M. J. Drury, mechanical superintendtating the passage of
ger rate bills the railroads of Kansas ent at Da Junta; James Kurn, superagreed to Issue a mLleage book, good intendent of the New Mexico division
for use of bearer. In the state tut a at Las Vegas; B. P. Phelps, of To
fiat rate of 2 cents a mile if tha peka, and F. M. Mitchell, of Omaha,
not pass a rate law in charge of the tests department, and
trip a pprinsr which throws the door legislature would
A. C Haskell of the La Junta
for .MlUiuro Hook.
open and when the foot is removed
The result hag been that the rail
X
the door uprlnits shut again. This Is roads
They were met In Albuquerque by TtTITXTXXTXXXTXXTXXXXXXlXXIXUlXXZXXXXIXHTTHTTTTITT-tTTTTTTTTTIITTTTTTTTTTTTIhave sold little else In Kansas
considered a wonderful Improvement than mileage
W.
weeks
several
of
K.
superintendent
books
for
the
Etter,
over the old method of pulling the and the conductors have had to nave Rio Grande
division; I. J. Custer, gen
door open with a chain and poking help in the collection of tickets on eral storekeeper
of the coast lines,
It shut with a shovel.
and L. A. Mullanty of the Wlnslow
trains.
Mr. Beltleman passed through
become
clamor
office.
the
So
insistent
has
a few days ago on the engine
J. D. Eakln, President
"1.111 S3 Chas. Mellni.
An Inspection Trip.
both the railroad commission and
of a Rock Island train, superlntend-In- g that
O. Oloml, Vic President.
to
compelled
inspection,"
F- O. Bscaecai, TrMnra. .
on
been
of
are
"We
have
tour
I
a
the
railroads
.the firing of the engine by thl sit up and take notice, and as there said Superintendent
"You
Parker.
method and It Is stated by Rock Is- Is likely to be a complication me know that I relinquish
western
the
land officials that It worked splenof the Western Passenger as grand division for the central grand
didly, very little smoke being visible meeting
sociation, called for today, nas peen division on August 1 and Mr. Sharpe,
at the mouth of the smokestack.
postponed
of the Kansas
Snoeetaor to
until July 31, and some of now superintendent
Owing to the smoke ordinances In
passenger men have taken tllght City terminals, will become general
MELSNI A EAKIN, and IACHECHI A OIOMI,
some of the larger cities the prob- the
the object of making superintendent of the western grand
lem, of abatement of the smoke has to Kansas with
WMOLKBALK DKALKRB IN
Investigation.
at La
division with headquarters
become a serious one with the rail- a personal
Commission.
Anneal
to
Junta.
C0STAIUS HONEY AOT TAR
roads, llany have tried the brick
"I am showing him the divisions
The letter to the commission reads
method but it has not proven
The Southern Pacific Fights arch
Relieves Colds by working them out of
over which he will have charge. Beas follows:
successful and if so simple a' method in nart
aware,
you
ranroaus
we went over the th system through a copious and healthy
coming
are
tne
fore
As
here
W kttp irtrythlng la stoek It taint lb
as
feeding
will
slower
of
the furnace
Phelps-Dodg- e
in the states of Nebraska, Colorado division to Denver; the San action of th aoweis.
Interests
solve the problem it will mean much operating and
west fMttldloat bar eomplal
we
a
effect
in
have
Arkansas
ta
Missouri
branch,
also
made
and
Fe
Coughs
by
cleansing
th
Relieves
to the railroads.
passenger fare rate. The stop at Raton to inspect the construc mucous membranes of th
a
In Nocazarl.
appointed
bean
Hv
axclualv agnta In th Southwest
chest
throat
3m. ft.
fact that this law Is in effect in neigh tion of the new tunnel. Our next rand bronchial tubes.
Bchlltz, Wm. Lamp and 8t Louis A. B. C Brswsrlss; Ysllowston,
THIS JOKE WAS OX
condiwill
boring
fact
trip
states
over
that
and
the
Grande
Rio
be
the
Rlvsr,
Green
V.
H.
Ull Ol FJtQCE SIIOPMEX. ditions in those states from a pas vision,' Including the Doming. Silver
McBraysr'
Cedar
Brook,
LOula
Huntsr.T.J. Man.
"As pleasant to the tut
Magazine: senger
Hanta Fe Employes'
Douglas, Ariz., July 22. The lm- arch, and thr standard kranda of whiskle toe numarOua t mantle.
standpoint are similar City and other branches. Returning
as Mapl Sugar"
rivalry has to thosetraffic
portant development of the past Considerable
existing in Kansas in creat north we. will Inspect the Belen cutWE ARE NOT COMPOUNDER.
be- - lur
'ioi'B lime existed Deiween me Ing a general demand for the estab off from Rio Puerco to Texico, prob24 hours
In the contention
Bat sell th straight article a received by tis from tie best
and Albuquerque lishment of a
tween the Southern Pacific and the an Bernardino
pas'
maximum
ably
Topeka
to
laerlea.
returning
via
the
Fe shops over the amount of senger rate in this state. The pur Pecos Valley and Northeastern diviNacozarl railroad interests at Naco-sa- ri Santa
Distilleries and Breweries In tae United Stat a. Call aad Insaeet ear
Is that an order in the nature output, and this rivalry has recently pose of this letter is to urge upon sion."
WEAK KIDNEYS Try
BACKACHE
Stock
Prices,
For
or
tor
and
write
Catalogue
Illustrated
and rlei fclaL
of the your company
of an injunction has been served on been increased by reason
importance oi
"I never Imagined that the western DeWltt't Kldnej and Bladder Pills Sure and Safe
Issued to dealers only.
transfer of Master Mechanic Hicks onslderalion oi tne
the Southern Pacific representatives, from
oi grand division was so grand,"
eai.l
the
estaDiianment
Albuquerque to San Bernardino, an emergency
pasrestraining them from further tearMr. Sharpe. "The scenery, along the
SOLD I1Y J. 1. 0'UIELI.Y CO.
ing down property on their right of where he was at one time employed senger rate in Kansas,maximum
so that Kan division in Colorado and New Mexico
way until the merits of the conten- as foreman.
upon
an equal Is certainly sublime; the climate Is HAIIt DltESSEU AXTJ CHIROPO
sas mav be placed
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During last March Albuaueraun footing
tion have been aired in the Mexican
the surrounding territory fine and the cities are prosperous.
DIST.
their record by turning in this with
fourf-HTh. order wns fflven throtlirh shops broke
emergency
maxi
regard,
morning
special
this
The
left
train
this
22 heavy and general repair en- - mum rate to become permanent upon at 8 o'clock for the south end, passMrs. Bambini, at her parlors oppo
the district Judge of Nogales and was out
the boys. In a somewhat the establishment of the
eerved on the Southern Paclflo people gines, and
maxi- ing No. 10, which was late, at 1s- - site the Alvarado and next door to
spirit,
had their photo taken
by the commiseario at Nacozarl. The boastful
Sturges' cafe, is prepared to give
rates in the states named by leta.
sent it to Master Mechanic Hicks mum
thorough scalp treatment, do hair
result will be to stop condemnation and
the courts. This action on the part
proceedings until an investigation is at Man Bernardino to taunt him on of your company will avoid the pos
dressing, treat corns, bunions and inWEAK, WEARY WOMEN.
account of making a better showing slblllty of an order of the board es
made by the courts.
growing nails.
She gives massage
ever made, tablishing such rate and the attend I
With both sides represented by than San Bernardino had"Twenty-twMrs.
and manicuring.
treatment
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Daily
earn
Woes
Cause
the
and
o
Inscribing
on
back,
the
able lawyers, as well as civil engi neavy
in the courts."
Bambini's own preparation of com
End
Them.
ana general repairs In March ant litigation
neers, surveyors and other employes,
ItcfitNO to Discuss ltuatlon.
plexion cream builds up the skin and
mo patter and paint your
this is the bunch that did it." It
the Southern Pacific and El Paso and happened,
The legal departments of the roads
Improves the complexion, and is
house.
Satisfaction
iruaranteed.
When the back aches and throbs.
however, that March having
Houthwestern are engaged in a bat- dis
to
In
refuse
Kansas
lines
She
injurious.
guaranteed
to
not
be
Frompt attention to mall orders.
When housework is torture.
me Banner monin lor san Ber- cuss the situation, preferring the mat
tie for a right of way through the- was
cures
prepares
a
tonic
that
hair
also
also ter be first brought to the considera
W hen night
brings no rest nor and prevents dandruff and hair fall
property of J. 8. Douglas at N'aco- nardino, the shops at that point genJ, D. EMMONS, Successor to Stacy & Go.
having turned out 22 heavy and
sari.
sleep.
tion of the executives. The matter
ing out; restores life to dead hair
engines.
repair
eral
reThe
San
Bernar
Col. Epes Randolph yesterday
early
will
until
considered
urinary
not
set
in
be
When
disorders
superfluous
warts
removes
moles,
and
South Second and Lead
q
arranged to
ceived advices from N'acozarl that dino boys, therefore,
week by the executive of the
Women's lot Is a weary one.
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
laugh on Albuquerque and next
caused him to at once wire his agents turn thegroup
railroads, as many of them
Kansas
any
way
escape
the
woes
blemish
of
is
to
a
There
machines.
For
these
photo
a
had
taken and for are out of town anil not uuo unin
to cease further action until Southern
face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini
Doan's Kidney Pills cure such ills.
Pacific attorneys can arrive and the warded to Master Mechanic Tarlo.v Saturday, and will desire reports of
u
with the inscription. "Twentytwo their passenger men who have gone
Have cured women here in Albu
matter is laid before the Mexican neavy
See our new Double Long Staple
and general repairs for March, to Kansas to investigate.
querque.
officials.
621 Xorth First Street.
Phone No. 483
Sample on exlbitton. No
and this Is the bunch of orange pick-er- g
Refuses to grit.
This is one Albuquerque woman's Mattresses.
any
price.
it."
And,
Futrelle
did
talk
made
for
that
posthe
better
about
over
dispute
arises
the
The
testimony.
I urnlture co.
session of a strip of ground through laugh It includes everything from TRAIN'S DEKYYED
Mrs. J. R. Grubb, living at 217
liV SLIGHT ttUKlh
the suppressed chuckle and the quiet
which the Phelps-Dodg- a
Nacozarl.
Broadway,
Albuquerque,
22.
July
The
New
South
Emporia,
Kan.,
laugh
ex
In
to
broad,
sleeve
the
the
exclusively
company claim to hold
from the east Saturday after Mexico, says: "For about two weeks
tinder concession from the Mexican pansive grin as big as the Santa Fe trains
government, and through which the system. Even Master Mechanic Hicks noon were laid out by a wrecK nesir my condition was so that whenever
City. Train No. 306, the local I would move around, pains and
Strong
naughty
a
has
little twinkle in his
Southern Pacific now claims to have eye
branch,
as though he were very glad to on the Strong
been granted a right of way,
end collision with a drag sharp stitches would take me in my
Recently the
Pacific be able to turn the tables on his old had a rear Rtanding
Southern
Further proof of a disturbed
be loins.
on
the
was
track
which
agents began the purchase of between associates at Albuquerque.
with Raube and Mauger
tween Neva and Strong City. The condition of the kidneys existed, evi
forty and fifty shacks, owned by Mex
Office, 115 North First St.
bepassenger rounded a curve Just
denced by a too frequent action of
icans, in the disputed territory, and XEW EQUIPMENT FOR
ALBVQCERQUE, N. M.
SOITHKUX PACIFIC. fore reaching the place where the the secretions from these organs, as
had bought aJl but eight when they
Chicago, 111., July 22. Reports of wreck occurred and the passengerIn was mostly noticeable In the fore part
were stopped
show engineer could not see the train
J. S. Douglas, superintendent of the deliveries of new equipment
the day. A lady, who had been
time to stop his engine. Scott Ram of
Nacozarl smelters, which are owned that of 4,050 cars ordered by the sey,
troubled and had been cured When you want to buy, sell
the engineer on tne passenger,- similarly
company, refus Southern and Union Pacific roads.
by the Phelps-Dodg- e
by
Pills, advised me to
Doan's
rawas
slightly
scalded
1'oier
ond
rent or exchange
ed to sell his property, denying tha 1.00S had been received before th gan, his fireman, sustained sngni in- - use them. Kidney
a box I used
the Southern Pacific had been grant close of the old fiscal year. Out of Jury tao his shoulder, received when only a small Procuring
portion and the benefit
orders for 6,600 refrigerator cars.
ed a concession by Mexico.
Sou Ui western Brewery
ft Ice Company.
tne ireigni I derived was so pronounced that
Southern Pacific agents proffered 2,600 had been delivered. These roads he jumped upon seeing
the track ahead ot mm. wayinree
Douglas ithe amount they claimed was had also received 350 gondola an on
genuineness
given
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proof
of
the
ear
coal cars next to the
due him for the property, which he ballast cars and 1,450 fiat cars and empty
telescoped, but the damage to of this medicine as a cure for back
refused. Then they notified him that 625 hopper cars. In all, more than were
from de
passenger
is reported to be slight. ache and all ills arising
the
Keep busy until you find
If he did not accept the money and 14.000 cars, costing nearly $20,000
running orders or the over ranged kidneys."
move off inside of three days they 000, have been bought by the Harrl Confused
BOc,
reported
looking
are
of
by
block
the
all dealers. Price
For sale
would begin to tear down his build man lines this year. They have re cause of thethecollision.
Foster-MIlbur- n
Co., Buffalo, N. Y
ings.
ceived deliveries of 175 locomotives
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Douglas stood firm and refused
out ef orders for 271, at a cost of
for the United States.
sole
aell. On Wednesday Southern Pacific 14.200,000.
name
and
Doan's
Remember
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per
50
Mock,
$6.
ton,.
American
Best
employes began to tear down the
214 W. Gold Ave.
in addition to providing this extra MRS. COREY WILL
14.
take no other.
98.60
Anthracite Nut, per ton
buildings Douglas had refused to sell equipment, the Harrlman lines are
Anthracite Stove and Furnace
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doing
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Immense
of
end several
CiOOD,
REEV
New
FEE'S
Mexico
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Albucueroue
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provement work In the direction of
Jail at Nacozarl.
i
Mexico City and return $40.25, June
iBoth sides lost no time In
double tracking,
additional sidings
8 to 15 Inclusive. Limit Autrust
attorneys,
came
Installing signal systems and enlarge
who
to their
SI. 1907.
from El Paso, Bi.bee and other ment of freight yards at Important
re
July
22.
New
his
Uoon
York.
Norfolk. Va., and return, 15 day limit.
points in the southwest, reaching
centers. Owing to the Improvements turn from Europe today, on board
158.76;
sixty
day. $72.90; seasoi
prepared to engage In a hard already effected, there has been an a Savoie, William Kills Corey, presilimit, Dec. 15th, 87.45.
legal fight to decide which railroad increase of 16 per cent in car mile- Ident
cor
Steel
states
United
the
of
Denver and return, $23.70; Colorado
age and of 17 per cent In train mile poration, denied lu positive terms
shall have the right of way.
DRY CEDAR
Springs and return, $20.75; Pueblo
Gov. Ysabel was wired of the com age.
yet
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the
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he
that
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and return, $18.95. Tickets on sale
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AND TOHXIIXO.
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faramiJlo, who arrived at Nacozarl
central flat cars, en nlte in his announcement regarding
ah Mexican
limit Oct 31, 1907.
TERMS STRICTLY CASH.
yesterday afternoon and will hear route
to Mexico from the
eastern his future plans. When first ques
VIA
both sides, returning to his superior shops are being broken In on the tioned upon the subject of his
T. E. PURDT. Agent.
by
with the information he gathers.
New Mexico division at Ortiz
Mr. Corey's replies were eva
The Southern Pacific and Phelp
hauling earth and rock to that place sive, but when this was called to his
From Chicago
The
Dodge company, which owns the El wnere the roadbed is being strength attention and a positive sia.teni.cn. reFrom St. Louis
602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
Use
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quested,
said:
he
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
Douglas to Nacozarl, are both anxious
"I have not resigned rrom me
"Lake Shore"
R. L. Watts, formerly chief engi presidency
to hold a right of way through Naco-aar- l,
corporation.
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steel
of
the
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and their present quarrel may neer of the Armour Packing com In fact, 1 have come uacK eariy in
Or
result in much the same struggle that pany at Kansas City, Kan., has leen the
to
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way through Box canyon In Gila well known In Albuquerque.
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Route"
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The Magsrs Falls
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Deafns Cannot Be Cured
engines the symem of firing. This vision.
by local applications, as tney cannoi
You Hon t Count the Cost
BOSTON AND RETURN, July 13. 22, 23. August 6,
system which is being used success
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
2S.
folly on several roads consists slm
lie following extra brakeman are There Is only one way to cure deafness,
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20,
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24,
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24;
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by an innamea conaiTare from St. Louis, $27.00
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Fare from Chicago, $24.00
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V. J. CHENEY & CO.. Props.
This Invention enaJbles the fireman
Give us your ROUGH DRY wera
ROrGIl DRY worn aon'shave Pold bv all Druggists. 75c.Toledo, Ohio.
W'AHHEX J. IYXCII, rasacneor Tronic Manager, CHICAGO.
to open the door by placing hiB foot to Our
Monday, and get It back Wednesday
be washed over. Imperial Laun
on a certain portion of the cab floor
Take Hall s fsinlly Pills for constipaImperial Laundry Co.
.
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GREAT JAPANESE

GATHERS OH PACIFIC COASI

STRUCK AT

TRUSTS

Every Son of Japan Is a Soldier and

Los Angeles. Ca1.. July 20. Are
33.000 Japanese soldier on the
Pacific coast. Jn regular communication with the mikado T
The jHjxinene on the con. can
not number less than 100,000, although none of the Japanese themselves will admit any such numbers.
On the contrary, they maintain, that
In all Loe Angeles county there are
not more than 4.000 Jajxinese, but
at the lowest estimate there are
Indicate
Trustworthy
estimates
the 100,000
that fully 33' per centareof members
of
Japs on the coast
the first army reserve, and as such,
according to S. Fujil, an Influential
member of the Los Angeles colony
and a graduate of one of the six 1m- -

there

15,-1)0- 0.

Filing of Suit Against Tobacco
Concerns Is Beginning
of Many.
reason

get ft start. That Is the
graduates of the Imperial university
can be found washing dishes or
scrubbing windows for h living. When
they get money enough wived up
they will become merchants or farmers."
Jap Color Over Otir Flan.
Honolulu, July 20. This city la
brilliant with flags. They float from
every Japanese place of business and
resilience.
almost every Japanese
Hut they are the flags of Japan and
of Greud Britain, only an occasional American Hag Is seen in company with these. The Japanese of
Hawaii have become Anglomanlaea.
When the Mrttixh cruiser Monmouth from Victoria, carrying the
Prince Fushlml to Japan, arrived

.SCENE IX LOS ANGELES TOOLROOM WHERE JAPS GET LAZY ILVniTS
perial universities, must report reg- - i here, the Japs went wild In therfr
uiariy to a superior officer at home. demonstrations. The Drince Is refiirn- All Are Soldiers.
lng from Great Britain, whera ha
"The Japanese army la run on the
10 convey the personal thanks
same ba.--- is ns the German army." weni
of the Japanese emperor to King
said Fujil. "Every boy Is examined, Edward for the decoration of the
and if he Is fit. he must serve In the garter which was conferred on fie
army three years. When this time Japanese
emperor by the duke
Is up, he Is allowed to go where he oi uonnaught last year.
pleases, but must communicate with
In the parade of at least i 0,000
the commanding officer at least once
whlch was revived by
a year. Many of them have come to Japanese,
Prince
Fushlml, there were scores
this country. For six months he is of transparencies
expressing welconsidered a member of the first re- come to ine Monmouth.
The Britserve, and for three years after that ish flag was frequently
seen In the
he belongs to the second reserve. parade, almost as often as
the JapThe reserves were used In the war anese, and far oftener
than the
with Russia, but plnce then they American flag.
have been mustered out of the standing army."
It Is, however, significant, that
every Japanese, whether a laborer,
merchant or student, will do his best
to convince you that his countrymen
COUPLE WEDDED
in America Is Insignificant
"Our people are well pleased with
Americans," said Fujil, "but the
Married; at the home of the parScandanavians and Italians who live
In San Francisco do not hesitate to ents of the bride, Mr. and Mrs. John
assault us on every provocation, and Clarke, 609 West Hunlng avenue, last
for these assaults the American gov- evening, Miss Jessie B. Clarke and
deorge Clifford. Itev. Wilson J.
ernment is blamed by my countrymen at home, who do not under- .uiirsn, or tne Congregational church.
ornciHting.
only relatives and a few
stand the situation."
friends were present.
Japs Play Pool.
A
reception
followed the ceremony
Fujil went on to lament the down-f- a.
I
of many young Japanese In the at which excellent music was furnished by Miss Louise Nichols and the
American pool rooms.
"In Japan there are a number of Clarke brothers quartet.
The bride was attended by Miss
professional
players,"
billiard
he
Nichols, of San Martial, anil
said, when asked why there were so Louise
C.
K. Roberts was groomsman. Durmany Jap pool rooms on the coast.
ing
the
reception the bridal couple
"The people go to see these playeri was
pleasantly surprised by a deleIn contests much as Americans go to
from the Rebecca lodge who
a ball game. When my people come gation
to this country and find that any- came to tender their best wishes.
Mr. Clifford Is an employe of the
body can play who has the price,
they all become addicted to it. This Albuquerque Carriage company, and
leads them. Into oad habits, and many Is well known In the city. His bride
or tne noys who come over here to has been for some time employed at
learn, end up by lonfing around the the Albuquerque postofflre. Mr. and
pool
rooms, making trouble for Mrs. Clifford will be at home to
friends after July 25, at 117 North
themselves."
When asked about the Japanese Kdith street.
women who occupy low places in he
"Little Tokyo" district, he merely
HeWltt's
Early
Little
Risers
shrugged his shoulders.
O'Rlelly & Co.
Japanese
"The
o
who come to this
country," he said, "are for the most
Card algna, "Roomi ror Rent,"
part ambitious but poor. s they "Board," etc.. for sale at the office of
hive to work at almost anything to The Evening Citizen.

Washington. D. C, July 22. The
tobacco trust, which Is the largest
trust selected for prosecution by the
department of Justice, Is one of the
m5t complete combinations In the
L'nited States.
It controls about 80 per cent of
the business of producing smoking
and chewing tobacco and snuff fts
well an clgarets.
It probably does
not control more than 15 per cent
of the cigar manufacturing trade.
It is presumed under the Sherman
law to be a vicious Institution, since
it Is clearly a combination in restraint
of trade.
"We are not undertaking to prove
that the tobacco trust is morally As-of
economically an offender." said
sistant Attorney General Purdy. who
"It
has charge of the prosecution.
is not necessary. The Sherman act
presumes that a combination which
brings together so much power In
single hands will bo abused."
This was the answer of the department of Justice to a request for
specific details as to the manner In
which the tobacco trust had worked
Injury to the public at 'large.
Jn addition to the prosecution by
the denartment of Justice an Inquiry
is being conducted by the bureau
of corporations. The results will not
be ready for months.
Offensive iTiists.
"There are different ways In which
a trust may be offensive," said a high
official of the department or justice.
"Limiting the supply, deteriorating
the oroduct. and raising the price
are things most offensive since they
affect the consumer. Another way is
in driving small competitors out or
business by unfair methods. Finally
the way In which a trust may and
generally does abuse the power which
It acquires by combination is in reducing the price which the trust pays
for raw material.
"You have asked whether the government Is prepared to prove that the
the
tobacco trust has depreciated
product. I would say probably not
founding
government
not
its
Is
The
prosecution on any such ground. It
would ibe hard to prove anything in
regard to the general quality of tobacco.
"I am asked whether the public
has been made to suffer from the unwarrantably high price of tobacco.
has
Nothing in our Investigations
brought to light as yet any serious
conhardships thus worked on the
suming public. The man or woman
who wants It can generally spare the
price of the necessary tobacco or
snuff.
"The next point Is the fact that it
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EXCVIISIO-SEASON'.
Sluuly WIUlo Country Folk Visit
Dunly City.

(io to the Cool,
Country,

FORTY YEARS
OF CURES

the Hot,

Long experience and thorough testing have proven S. S. S. to be t!j
King of blood purifiers and the greatest of all tonics. For nearly half a
rentury S. S. S. has been used in the treatment of blood and skin diseases
of every character, and so satisfa-tor- y
have been the results that it is now
the best known and most widely used blood medicine on the market. S. S. S.
attracted attention as soon as it was placed on the market by curing
promptly those diseases for which it was recommended, and we have so
jealously guarded its first good reputation, by keeping it tip to its standard
in manufacture, that it now has the unequalled and pleasing record of
"Forty Ysarm Of Cures.
For Rheumatism, Catarrh, Scrofula,
Sores and Ulcers, Malaria, Skin Diseases, Contagious Blood Poison, and all
other diseases due to an impure or poisoned condition of the blood, there is
nothing that equals S. S. S. It counteracts and removes the germs and
poisons, cleanses the system of all unhealthy matter, cures the trouble permanently, and restores strong, robust health. Where the blood is weak or
anaemic and unable to nourish the system as it should, S. S. S. supplies it
with the needed properties, and being a bracing, invigorating tonic it builds
up the entire system. It goes to the very bottom of all blood disorders, and
in this way reaches
and inherited cases on which the ordinary
sarsaparillas and tonics have little or no effect. Not only is S. S. S.
certain in its results, but it is an absolutely safe medicine.
It enjoyi
the distinction of being the only blood medicine on the market that is guaranteed purely vegetable. If you are in need of a blood remedy begin the
use of S. S. S., the medicine that has proven its worth by its record of forty
years of cures. Book on the blood and anv medical ndviee von wish No
charge for either.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. GA.
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BAIiDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

PAINT

S

Covert more,

G.L. Keppeler

"

deep-seate-

beat. waara

looks

tha longest, moat economical; full measure.
BUILDINO
PAPER Always In Block.
Plaster. Lima, Cement
Paint, Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBCQCERQrE, NEW JfEI.

S. Second St.

317-31- 9

Phone

967

-

Albuquerque
New Mexico

d

eliminates the middleman. But here
again I must admit that the public
Is not made to suffer.
How Trust lights.
"Next comes the question of driving to the wall the small retailer.
The government's cae axainst the
tobacco trust is not calculated to develop any testimony along this line.
The tolmcco trust is a combination
principally of the manufacturing industry.
As to the part played by
the L'nited Cigar company's stores,
that remains to be seen. It has been
charged that this Is the beginning of
a trust combination In the retail field.
and It may be true; but I have be
fore called attention to the fact tnat
the tobacco trust controls only 15
per cent of the cigar trade, which
lends Itself less readily to combination.
"The final .point Is the question
whether the suppression of compe
tition has worked Injury to the man
to sell rrom his
who has tobacco
farm. Probably It has. Agents of
commerce
of
department
and lathe
bor have gathered testimony In all
sections of the country where tobacco
Is grown. There Is considerable complaint from the south. The government Is trying to find out w hether this
complaint is well founded.
It has
been stated on the floor of the house
of representatives that the southern
tobacco grower has been reduced to
such extremes of poverty that white
women have been obliged to go into
the fields yoked to a plow or cultivator on the plane with beasts of burden.
"Whatever evils there are, wrought
by the tobacco trust, will be embodied In the report which the department of commerce and labor will
make to President Hoosevelt."
A Wonderful IlanDenlnjr.
The best remedy for backache,
weak kidneys, Inflamatlon of the
bladder Is DeWttt's Kidney and BladTJielr action la prompt
der Pills.
and sure. A week'a treatment for
25c. Sold by J. H. O' BJelly & Co

A. O.

niLICKE and JOHN
Net

S. MITCHELL Invite their friend
Mexico headqnartera at

to main

The Hollenbeck Hotel
Los Angeles,
California

GIVES BHD BLOW
TO PROSECUTION
Clinton. III.. July 22. The state's
case against Frederick H. Maglll and
Kay Graham Alnglll, arrested nt San
IHego only a few days after their
marriage In Ienver, charged with.
the murder of MagiU'a first wife, Mrs.
Pet Maglll, who died last Memorial
day, was given two crushing blows
today when Attorney E. J. Sweeney
announced that he would have noth- thlng to do with it, and a sixth letter
written by Pet Maglll was found. Ma
glll and his bride are now being
brought to Clinton to face trial.
Attorney Sweeney Is noted In Cen
tral Illinois as a prosecutor of bulldog pugnacity, end when State's At
torney Arthur Miller announced last
night that Sweeney had been en
gaged to assist the state In the prosecution, people shook their heads and
said it looked bad for Maglll.
Today Attorney Sweeney notified
Mr. Miller that he could not assist
him In the prosecution of the Magllls.
Mr. Miller, while admitting that the
refusal of Mr. Sweeney to participate
In the case was a hard blow to him,
still maintained that the Magills
would be held to the grand Jury and
that Indictments would be returned
against them In October.
Pet Maglll left a sixth letter. It
discovered today. This letter was
addressed to hor father, Alexander
Oandy, and It Is declared that in tt
she told her aged parent that she
was about to destroy herself and bade
him goudby. She also begged his
forgiveness for the step she was
about to take. This letter. It Is Bald,
never reached her father, but was
destroyed by relative here. If thla
Is true. It la another blow to
the
state'a case. The defense claims that
conclusive proof of this sixth letter
will be offered at the trial.

Tour friendship and patronage la appreciated. Courtesy and
attention to guests la a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafa
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach Una cars atop at the Hollenbeck door.
a.
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Foundry and Machine Works
Proprietor
J. . HALL,Coal
Castings;
Cars;

Iron and Brasa
and Lumbar
ShaftOr,
ings, Pulleys, Grade Bare, Babbit Metal; Columns aaJ Iroa
Pronta for Building.
Kopmlr on Mlnlnn a it a mill Mmonlnory m
MMy
Foundry eaat aid of railroad track.
AJbuquarqua, N. M.
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkole Roofing

First and Marquette

Alboqtferqoe, New Mexico

w--

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH
J

BARNETT, PropV.

2 0 West Railroad Avemse

Finest Whiskies
Wines, BrandlH. Etc. fl

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

"We're Off in a Bunch"

POPUlAf- ll-

City Folk

CITIZEN.

BODY

RESERVE

Always Ready to Respond
to Call.

EVENING

HE BEG FAIR
w

NEW MEXICO'S
Annual Territorial
Fair Association
October 7th to 1 2th, Inclusive, 1 907
Twenty-Sevent- h

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
Every Might:
Every Day!
Everywhere!
Horse Racing

$8,000
1,750
3,250
1,000
2,000

Base Ball

Carnival
Historical Pageant
Free Acts
Attractions and Operating

TOTALS,

4,000

$20,000

EXPENSE

HAIE FARE RAILROAD RATES
"We're Going Some"

5

'ALBUQUERQUE

IheALbUgUCKUC
EVENING CITIZEN

EVENING

CITIZEN.

EE E. O. PRICE.
Trice. I am here to Stay. I Ilk the town and
I like the people. The climate Is the acme of Anything juid everything 1o
slrable. I have established the E. O. Price Real Estate Agency. My office'
Is 212 South Second street bear that number in mind, 212 South Second
Street If you have anything In my line to sell ae E. O. Price. I will aell
It for you. If you have anything to rent see E. O. Prlc. I will rent It for
you. My bread and butter depends upon giving you good and prompt service. Call and see me and let get acquainted.
SEE E. O. PRICK.
aw
My name la

Prim E.

MONDAY,

W. S. STRICKLER

THE CUB'S

2,
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Onlv Thina For a Picnic
The Hawkey e Refrigerator Basket

PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY

By The Citizen Publishing Co.
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ABOUT TOWN

CORNER
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Compartment for Ice Keeps
Temperature Down to 58
Degrees for 14 Hours. Indispensable to Those Who
Have Used It. :: :: :: ::

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

'A

Amel Klein wort, a local butcher,
has been
"A hunk of cheese"
dopted as the emblem of the "An spent the day in Bernalillo.
I. A. Dye, a local business man,
cient Order of Tie Eaters."
went to Domingo this morning.
Compartment
3 If
John Ariola, of San Antonio, N. M-- ,
Cheer up, the worst Is yet to come!
fixkly EQCirrrm job department.
transacting business In AlbuquerPrlchard's reputntlon Is not the only Is
que today.
one that is worth something.
BEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE SOUTHWEST.
Frank Quler, city health officer,
a
and his brother, Leo Quier, went dove
LEADING REPUBLICAN TAPER IN NEW MEXICO.
the
which
mistake
a
There is
hunting yestarday.
Morning Journal "Inadvertantly MixPaul Kempenlch, a merchant
BOOSTING ALBUQUERQUE AND THE SOUTHWEST.
ed" in Its make up. The editorial of Max
l'eralta, brought a large quantily
"Solos by the Bum of wool
be
should
libeled
to the city .Saturday.
REPUBLICAN PRINCIPLES AND THE "SQUARE DEAL."
Fiddler" and the "8olos " Bhould be
A marriage license was Issued to
lalveled "Editorials by the Amusing
The Miss Cora It. Tyndall, of Miami,
Old Fossil Who loes Stunts."
ASSOCIATED PRESS REPORT AND AUXILIARY NEWS SERVICE.
Oklahoma, and M. S. Franklin, of
editorials are realty funny.
Needles, Cal.
The local wrecking train was sent
BACK TO KANSAS.
last evening on account of a
(Written especially for the occasion north
freight
between La my
by Little Arthur late of the Pen.) and Las derailment
Vegas.
I am going back to Kansas, dear old
The sale of a tract of land In preKansas by the Kaw,
cinct No. 11 was recorded today to
BCante2
I got mine all In bunches and
Tollnario Montana et al by Lupita
OOOOOC)OOOC)OOOOOOOOOOOCXTOOO
going back? to maw.
It Is not a I'mI am going back to Kansas where urlego lor XZ6.
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
The "unwritten law" Is not a pleasant thing to discuss.
Tho street department started to
Reform is all the go,
pleasant thing to think of, yet It has become a matter of grave Importance
I ought never to have left there work this morning filling up the mud
Moreover, the subject Is receiving deep una rorwiniuous
of late.
holes
caused toy the rain on West
press.
but
219 South 2nd Strut
Market letters received by F. J.
public, the pulpit and the
at iha. hnmlo of th 4hlnk1nz
iriorn.tinn
Central avenue.
.
.
No one told me so.
.
U
i
.Hhlonl find rt 41A
Graf & Co., brokers, room 37 Barnett
Galvanized Cornices, Sky
Or ail me comments man nave Deen neuru upun
I'm going back to Kansas, an older
M. G. Keenan, a member of the building,
Albuquerque, N. M., over
Real Estate and Loans
strlkinr is bv Frances Wayne, which appeared in a Denver paper of
wiser man,
sheep sanitary board with their own private wires.
territorial
Lights, Stock
I might have staid here longer headquarters at Springer, N. M., was
Agent for
but
IU application should not be considered general, yet at the same time
in the city yesterday.
Stocks,
New
York
to
the
They handed me the can.
and Storage
Travelers' Insurance Co.,
C. L. Smith, superintendent of the October cotton
It la the truth In many, many cases. There are several sides
$11.81
I'm going iback to Kansas, and I'm New
Frances Wayne
Inw" ami of these, the greatest is that of the home.
Mexico offices of the Interna- American Sugar
123
Conngoing bock to stay,
Tanks,
mrtford.
Hot
tional Correspondence school, arrived Anaconda
674
The only thing I'm expert at Is
In the city (Saturday evening.
Life
and
Accident,
93
Atchison
"The 'unwritten law' and the events that call It Into being are taking
Air
my
pay.
Furnaces,
How to draw
91V4
The sale was recorded today of Amp'ganwited Copper
root and spreading like a bit of Jungle vegetation, and it Is obvious. Ifuo girls I'm going back to Kansas, that's
The
Company
43V4
John Molitor ct al, to Stephen S. Ber- American Car Foundry
Roofin?.
i parents
Tin
where I ought to be,
oTt mend their ways, if men do not curb their lusts, anasociety's
Writing Accident Insur56
protection
a piece of land in pre- Hrorklyn IlanlJ Transit
r. r tVirtr rAsnnrihnitlfs. the law as tabulated for
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Italtimore
5,
Ohio
and
Consideration,
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is
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etc.
me.
to
not
dealing
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what
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with
What
ance in the World.
will be a dead letter on the books when cases
177
Canadian Pacific
I'm going back to Kansas, dear old U.BOO.
to bar.
32
the 'destruction of woman's honor' are broughtwoman
Fuel
Colorado
UOOOOOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJ
E. narelas, a wealthy resident of Chi. ;)
Kansas whence I came,
General Jobbing
herself, if she Is taught
11
"The best custodian of a woman's honor is
Great Western
brought hij
M
N.
San Rafael,
I thought 1 had a "full house" but
24 Va
Erie com
arly enough, and told often enough, and in th right way, wnai ine worm
city
morning
1 wasn't in the game.
to
daughter
to
this
the
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nf nnrl whnt she must expect from some of the people In It.
have her eyes tested by a local phy Louisville
76
Missouri Pacific
Tsiin
tim out of ten- - if the matter Is probed deep enough, if the red tape
sician.
113
New York Central
Tito Ol' Clothes Man.
up and tossed into the waste basket, it will be
lA. E. Roulller and J. G. RouUler.
f the courts con be gathered
36 H
and Western
r,m imirii, it mfiv pm ha,t there Is Plenty or culpability on ooxn The Old Clo' Man goes up and down, who live in the southern part of the Ontario
123 7s
Saddle horses a specialty. Best
Crying his trade through all the territory, and who have been In tho Pennsylvania
leading com
104
drivers In the city. Proprietors of
city for several days, went to Santa Hock Island
21
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ready
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"Down in th south. Colonel Lovering was declared not guilty of killing
only our notions of price
Prof. N. Dl Mauro. who has been
the man whose action made the name of his daughter a wrongs and a And Ifagree,
Summary of Conditions.
French Bakery Co. 202 E, R.R.Ave.
in the Jemez Hot Springs region, has
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you
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for
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Harry Thaw still languishes, since the northern custom prevails
Amalgamated Conner authorities
and true.
inent musical teachers and he will
entertain no fear of break in price of
to keep reason and emotion apart as far as possible, and over in Belgium I wonder how much our lives would at once resume his teaching.
(bring?
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As they have done of late,
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Wheat July 90 Vg ; Sept. 92
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victim of some shameless, brazen chit of a girl as she proclaims herself to Are safely stowed away.
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new
building
Conroy
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ITT.
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torn
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standards of society of which they are the falsest, silliest, most glaring exstreet and Coal avenue, was started
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And my little hand valise.
Easy Terms
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building
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Of all the things that Field told me,
Uird July $9.07 HI Sept. $9.22
be two stories in height, 4s owned by
"What the world needs is a little more law, not written In books or
Hibs July $8.57H; Sept. (8.75.
Those little tips from Dan,
and
James Conroy. Frank A. Htevens,
burned into emotions and imagination, but stamped Into the hearts and souls That little hand valise holds all
Money MsrUef.
local contractor, Is erecting the new
disciples who Imagine they have been
E'en my official can.
of folks, and fewer
Low Prices
structure, the plans of which were
New York, July 22. Prime mer
There is the boy's side and the And never shall I part from it,
called to assume the role of great avenger.
drawn up by E. U. Christie.
The cantile paper 5H6 per cent; money
No matter what shall come,
girl's side in this unwritten law business and it's up to the parents to so What
you
to
.
buying
Do
enlcle
summer
months? If you
enjoy
the
Intend
per cent.
on call steady, i Va f i
It contains, if all were known, building, which will cost (4.500
establish their children that the bullets of vengeance will rust In the barrels."
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
expected to be ready for occupancy
Would put me on the 'bum.
r
we have many good styles within the range of modest
Incomes.
Market.
in sixty days.
Yes, that little hand valise.
Top Buggies. Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
dull;
St. Louis, July 22. Spelter
Joseph Joel and Harry Smith, both $5.90.
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see
employed at Trimble's livery stable.
Hcvo
us.
were In pojlce court this morning on
YOUNG RANCHER HAS
St. Ixmls Wool Market.
the charge of using a horse and
St.
July 22. Wool steady;
A number of old friends of the new governor, George Curry, bade him
'buggy 'belonging to the stable with unchanged.
welcome to Albuquerque last evening and needless to say the former New
the consent of the owner, it
DROPPED FROM SIGHT out
Mexican was happy to get back to the Sunshine Territory and his friends
alleged that both men were unde
CCHK VOVIt KIDNEYS.
As was expected also, the new governor had little
were glad to see him.
the Influence of llouor. Joel was
to say concerning politics but he gave his friends to understand that he
committed to Jail for fifteen days and I) Not Endanger IJfe When an Al
was let off with a fine of 1).
would carry out the policy of the national administration and that he would
buquerque Citizen Shows You
Williams, Ariz., July 22. Searching Smithhorse
and vehicle were brought
support the republican organization.
The governor was naturally
Uio On re.
parties are scouring the hills for tho The In good
condition and there was
to newspaper men but those who know Curry Intimately are
son of W. T. Brook back
of
no
evidently
Why
will
people
on
part
the
continue to suffer
Intention
of one thing he will be the governor and will not be unduly Influ- bank of Flagstaff, who has not been
the agonies of kidney complaint,
enced by cliques and factions; he will administer the affairs of the executive heard of or seen since Sunday morn- the men to steal the property.
leaving the house on that
team of backache, urinary disorders, lameThe
office with Justice and without prejudice and he will be an exponent of the ing July 14,
morning to look for his lather s Mortta, Texas, who recently achieved ness, headache, languor, why allow
square deal in New Mexico.
horses. The Itrookbank ranch Is lo- some little distinction by defeating themselves to become chronic invaThat is all the people of New Mexico and the republican party want.
The historical "Old Hick- cated about seven miles out from the El Paso aggregation In a series lids, when a certain cure is offered
The Citizens extends a welcome to the new executive and believes that Flagstaff. Young lirookbank
has of gam e8 in that city, and who later them?
ory" Chair.
Doan's Kidney Pills Is the remey
be Willi prove himself worthy of the confidence reposed In him by the presl been In the habit of looking out for lost to tne same team by alleged
the stock for a number of years and questionable umpiring, are seeking a to use, because It gives to the kidneys
dent.
perform
to
their
help
they
need
the
knew the country perfectly around game with the Browns. Manager
Captain George Curry Is a soldier and a civilian, as the occasion
Light, comfoi table, durable
father's place. What could have Matson received a message offering work.
He will use diplomacy when diplomacy will suffice and he will be his
hapened to the young man Is a mys- two games with them to be played
If you have any, even one, of th-fearless when prompt and decisive action is demanded.
good
tery. He was a
rider and able In El l'aso. providing a third game symptoms of kidney diseases, cure
and especially adapted to hard
He knows to
Above all, George Curry is honorable and conscientious.
care for himself astride a horse.
be played In case of each team yourself now, before diabetes, dropty
the people ol New Mexico because he Is one of them and The Citizen pre Early Sunday afternoon a searching will
this
winning one. Should the local team or liright's dixeae sets In.
service.
diets for him, the hearty support of the people of the sunshine Urritory.
party started out and has been on the accept they will meet the Morlia's Albuquerque testimony:
hunt continually of the missing boy. Sunday and Monday.
Ed. A. Rellly. living at 513 wen
M..
parents
are nearly distracted
Fruit avenue, Albuquerque, N. any
The Roswell Record has dropped out of politics to enter the more suit The
A company has been formed to says:
with grief as It Is feared that the
pain In the back or
"For
May-nar- d
The Record should have thought boy
able field of boosting the Pecos valley.
M.,
oil
bore
N.
for
at
Gallup,
may have met his death.
the troubles which arise from ir
Gunsul, of this city, being one of
of this com time ago.
of the kidneys, there is, In
. .
of Its members.
The other mem- regularity
my opinion, no medicine equal to
of the company, to be known Tkian's Kidney Tills.
bers
The value of
Is
concluded, Hagerman and Field WRIST BROKEN AS
As soon as the democratic conference
as the Gallup Land and Oil company, this remedy was first proven
to ma
will doubtless retire to the upper Pecos on another fishing trip with the
are: F. H. Keiidrick. chief engineer
and so quickly did
to match
of the Crescent Land and Oil com- about a year ago,
little hand valine.
relieve me of an attack of pain
J. S. Howie, Pete KItche W. itacross
RESULT OF
FAIL pany;
I
since
my
then
loins that
H. Morris, L. E. Gould. T. A. Warthem,
articles In Texas.
However, It Is only
It Is a felony to sell trust-mad- e
ing. H. G. Wilson, F. K. Coudert. H. have scarcely been without
never failed to give
they
have
and
a nuisdemeiauur to Meal some of them, so 'the trusts are hopeful.
SnedJ. Edson, W. E. Paper, J. A.
Come and see our line of
My
advice
Mrs. Alfred Mabee, who resides at don, George Kraker and J. W. Pains. Just the desired results.
They can't toy with the trigger of nineteen 4U3 South Second srreet. had her The company will apply for an Ari- to all whom I hear complaining of
Heaven help the Koreans.
OLD HICKORY FURNITURE
wrist broken Saturday night by a fall zona charter and will be called the backache or fault with the kidneys Is
battleships at the psychological moment.
from the steps at the rear of her Gallup Land and Oil company. The to take Doan's Kidney rills. They arc
oe
home.
She had started to dewcend otllcers of the new company are Joha what they are recommended to
A bogus English lord ha been arrested in New York,
Strange.
That from the door way
In the darkness Howie, president; Peter Kitchen, vice and a trial Is all that is needed to
la where they usually get married.
when she stumbled and alighted on president; F. P. Kendritk. general prove this."
by all dealers. Trice 50
her right arm, fracturing the wrist manager; W.
For sale
Morris, treasurer;
Foster-Mllbur- n
Co., Kuffalj.
Dr. i'atchin was summoned
Enough cents.
and L. E. Gould, secretary.
Let Mr. Fairbanks please remember that Mr. Alton B. Parker at least
money
reduced the fracture, but Mrs. Ma.be
has been subscribed by the New York, sole agents for the United j 308-31Used to get himself wet.
Staab Building
W. Central Avenue
0
will be a uffertT for some days. Her members to complete the organizaStates.
huxbmid is an employe of the liar tion, make necessary surveys
anj
Kemember the name Doan's and
It seems difficult U "bear" the Teddy bear.
vey system in this city.
No. 21
curry on other necessary expense.
take no other.
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TOTALLY

DESTROYED
BY

FIRE

Burning Paper Falling on
Floor Causes Loss of
Home.
A residence

First street and
Mountain road, occupied by Mrs.
Margaret Toelo, was totally destroyon

ed by Are Sunday morning
about
10:30 o'clock.
The blaze originated
In trash dropping from' a stove ' In
which Mrs. Toclo was burning some
papers and other articles. She ran
stepped out of the room tor a few
moments, returning to find the floor
all ablaze. She attempted to extinguish the fire, but was unable to do
bo, and by the time she rmi to the
woolen mill near by and turned la
an alarm, the house was all ablaze.
On account of no water mains being near the house, the department
was able to do little toward saving
the place, and the firemen were compelled to watch it burn.
The loss is a severe one to Mrs.
Tocio as the house contained practically her all.
The damage will
amount to about $200.
The blaze attracted unusual attention, both owing to the hour and
also to the fact that it was ia the
rnl:.-- jorhood of tho big woolen aallld,
many believing that the mills were
afire.'
b

OFFICIALS BLAME
FREIGHT

I

CONDUCTOR

Detroit, uuly 22. A statement explaining the cause
of Saturday's
wreck at Salem, In which mree were
killed, and placing the responsibility
entirely on the crew of the freight
train was given out today at the
general offices of the Pere Marquette
railroad in this city.
"It is reported," says the statement,
"that Conductor Hamilton of the local freight remarked to the operator
at Plymouth on pulling out that he
thought he could make Salem before
the arrival of the special."
The freight had 16 minutes time
under the rules when it should be
sidetracked six and one-hamiles
from Plymouth. Whether the freight
on,
theany
way,
delays
met
the
Statement says, has not been made
clear, and 'the special passenger train
passed Salem exactly on scheuUle
time. The statement says that Conductor Hiimilton and Engineer Rogers had been employed on the road
since lSOli and 1&H9 respectively, and
both had good records.
lf

9
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The new base ball park at Santa
Fe is christened.
Before a great
throng of fans gathered from all the
surrounding region
the Santa Fe
Salmon Drays and the Mcintosh
Browns played the initial game on
the Tew iball field Sunday afternoon;
7 to 1 was the
icore in favor of the
doughty Browns. The game was an
interesting one all the way through,
in spite Its one sided ness.
Ualgano
tossed the ball with his usual skill
and kept tho Santa Fe's guessing so
hard that they never could find tho
answer.
The game was noted for
for some sensational plays, the best
of winch were tcf. two home runs by
Graham.
Graham made the first home run
in the second Inning an.1 the other in
the seventh Inning. The enthusiasm
at this sort of batting was a littlj
beyond the limit. Beside these hits,
he also main a two base hit. To
pay for his honors.
however
he
sprained an ankle and had
to lay oft
for an Inning.
There was considerable kicking
against the umpire during the game,
from both sides. Once he left the
field at the request of the Santa Fe
management, but was reinstated upon the Browns refusing to play until
he again took his post.
Morgan, the Denver boy Imported
to pitch for the Santa Fe.'s, did not
prove a howling success. He nltrhfl
a good game, ibut could not mes
merize the ball sufficiently to mystify the Brownies. In all he struck
out five men while Ualgano had a
record of ten. Anderson
wn
th
only player who got a base by being
hit by a pitched ball. McHugh and
Kunz each made three 'base hits.
The Browns made sixteen hits and a
total of twenty-seve- n
bases.
Santa
Fe made seven hits and seven bases.
Santa Fe had seven men left on
nases and the Browns five.
The
game lasted two hours and fifteen
minutes.
On the account
of rain the arrangements for the dav were seriously Interfered with. The parade and
speeches which were planned had to
be dispensed with. The game was
called at 3:15 p. m. when the weather cleared up.
Hl0 Ifom Hero Attended.
About six hundred people went to
Santa Fe on the special train yesterday from this city. Men and women, with a sprinkling of children
made up the throng and a Jolly crowd
It was. On the trips up and back
there was a great deal of wholesome
nierry making.
On the up trip a
wealthy mttilng man named Clyde
Watson, from Arizona, bought out
the entire stock of the Harvey fruit
vender on the train and distributed
free to all the women and children
on the cars, fruit, candy,
chewing
gum and other holiday luxuries. Mr.
Watson's treat cost him in the
neighborhood of $100.
At 8:15 o'clock In the evening the
train left Santa Fe on the return trip
and arrived In Albuquerque at about
one o'clock.
The American Lumber
company
band which accompanied the Browns
to the capital city did not have much
of a chance to play on account ot
no provision being made for them in
the grand stand. They played a few
pieces in the open and then went in
out of the rain.

CHIOS

WON

FROM
BY

8 TO 5

The Geronlmos returned home this
morning wearing "the smile that
won't come off." and rejoicing over
their victory over the crack team at
Sf.corro, by the score of 8 to 5.
The Irish boys owe their victory to
excellent field work, individual playing and splendid support given their
butteries. While the Socorro pitcher,
Hagerman. was In fine condition his
mpport was Inadequate.
Myers, one of the Geronlnvo's pitchers, handled the sphere until the fifth
when Allen relieved
him,
both keeping the Socorreans
busy
wondering what sort of ball was coming next. Riley Kdwards, the local
catcher, did some spectacular work
In handling the mitt, and also with
the stick.
Conk, the manager and catcher of
the Socorro ,
made himself liked
by all of the Albuquerque boys by
his good playing and his good heart-ednes- s.
When the Geronlmos arrived a.t
Socorro they were met by Cook with
a number of carriages and the Duke
City boys were paraded through the
streets, dined, wined and made at
home.
"We had a fine time," said Martin
Ryan, manager of the Geronlmos today,
"our only discomfort was the
heat.
"Before returning home we made
arrangements for the Socorro team
to visit Albuquerque soon, the expenses of their trip to be borne by us,
as they paid all of our expenses to
ssocorro and return.
te,-,m-

WILL NOT

TRINIDAD
E

New York, July 22. The son of a
Hielttd earl Is on his way to
and he's going to learn how
to e a real cowboy.
He is the Hon. Francis Patrick
Clements, a brother of the fifth earl
New-Mexic-

TO

Manager Matson received a message this morning from Ed Webster,
manager of the fast Trinidad team.
asking for a game with the Browns
to be played In that city Sunday.
Owing to the fact, however, that several members of the team will be
unable to leave the city on that day,
he was obliged to decline the offer.
He wired the Trinidad manager offering him expenses and 6u per cent
of the net proceeds for a game here
on that day.
Later he received a
message from Mr. Webster Btating
that the game would have to be called off.
It is to be regreted that the teams
cannot come together at present as
they should put up a rattling good
game of ball.

of Lei'.rini, and a plucky young chap,
if his recent experiences count for
anything. He is only 25, but the free
life of the west has already called
him. and he'a on his way.
Young Clements recently reached
New York on the liner St. Louis.
nor uij
He didn't come
he grace the steerage. He came In
the stock hole, and that's about the
hardest work a man can tackle, even
If he is accustomed to the harden
kind of manual labor.
Clements signed on the ship's register as a stoker, and every day, l.i
two-hoshifts, with six hours off
for sleep and rest, he shoveled coal
MISSING.
under the huge boilers of the big
Since Friday, July 19, Jose E.
average
a
the
Pera, aged 55 years. Communlcite
liner. It was killing
any information as to his whereamateur coal heaver could do it.
abouts to Timothy Chave;:, 1013 N.
Kodol will nourish and strengthen First street.
your digestive organs and furnish the
m ;
natural digestive Juices for your
Everybody buys rugs. But do you
stomach. It will make you well. KoFutrelle Furniture
dol digests what you eat. Sold by buy a seamless?
Company.
J. H. O'Klelly & Co.
s,

An old man named Jose E. Perea
has mysteriously
disappeared from
his home on North Mountain road
and as yet no trace of him has been
found. The man is 65 years of age
and has not been in good health for
some months. He is the uncle of
Timothy Chavex, who lives at 1013
North First street.
In speaking of
the missing man Mr. Chaves said this
morning:
"Perea left his home on last Friday and we have seen nothing of him
since. The old man has been sick
frequently of late. He has been up
In the mountains most of "the time
recently. A few days ago he returned from the mountains and now he
is missing. We have searched for
him all over the city, but as yet have
found no trace of him. We feel worried about his welfare as he is getting old and has not been in good
We don't suspect any foul
health.
play In connection with his absence,
but fear thnt he may hare met with
some accident by reason of the feeble
state of health. He has not been
In the habit of going oft by himself
m mis manner and this leads us to
feel that all is not well with him.
"I am going out to the mountains
today myself, or will send someone,
to look for my uncle.
It may be
that he took a notion to go to the
mountains without letting his friends
know of this Intention. If anyone
has any knowledge of Perea's where
abouts I will esteem It a favor if he
win communicate with me at once."

HAMS

ALL WORK AnsOLVTKLY GUARTwo young lads, hardly big enough
ANTEED.
to be running loose alone, deliberately stole a baby buggy this morning from a home in the Highlands
and wheeled the vehicle to Morgan's
second hand store on East Central
avenue, where they put up such a
good front that Mr. Morgan bought
the buggy and gave them a dollar
ITt9. COn and PETTTT.
for It, supposing that their mother
IIOOM 12, N. T. AHM1JO BLDG.
had sent them to sell It.
The boys evidently watched for an
opportunity to steal the buggy, which
they calmly furloined while no one x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
The Parisian
was looking, and tney then boldly
wheeled it down Central avenue to
Morgan's place.
"How-- much do you want
queried thnt gentleman afterfora It?"
few
120 South Fourth St.
preliminaries.
"Mother said we should not take
les than a dollar, and if you can't M Hair Dressing
Fe Is I Matsafe
Ptiy that much, we'll have to go back
Miampooin- Eleclralosla
and ree If she'll take less," said the H sciip
Msnicarln-- H
Her of the two boy.
Hair Cslllnr
Childrca'1
After the dollar had been paid
ever the boys remained and chatted
We manufacture all klnda
with Mr. Morgan for some minutes
of Ladles' Hair Goods. ComEnd if he had any suspicions about
plete
line of Switches, Pompatne affair, thev were rnMrpiv liui.o.n- dours, Puffs, Wigs, etc.
'
ed.
We carry a complete line
A short time after the bovs
of Ailecn Berg's Celebrated
however, he learned"
Creams and Tonics, which are
they had stolen the buggy and that
gave Lieut. Kennedv the descrip-he
especially prepared
for this
climate. Tour patronage Is retions of the lads. They will be arspectfully solicited.
rested, but as they come of good
families, who will undoubtedly
that they are properly punished, the
Mr, and Mrs, James Slaughter,
court will probably do ncthing fur- mej man censure mem.
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ant

When in Silver City Patronize
BOND

Mrs.

Riper's

Van

Flagstaff, Ariz.. Julv 22. John
Horton, formerly of Albuquerque, who
PRIVATE BOARDIHS HOUSE
was held to the grand Jury last week
for being the Indirect cause of the
Next Elks' Opera House
death of John Swanson, who died at
tne county hospital Monday, was immediately released on bond, irlvtns:
security for $5,000 as soon as the
warrant was served on him. He gave
himself up to the olllcers as soon a.i
-he learned that he was wanted.
WI th- Swanson had been drinking for
some time and had several tights
prior to being brought to the hos-pitClothe your family on $l.oo
here. Horton gave him a whipping because of Insults which Swan-soper week
without cause, heaped on Mrs.
Sim Weot Control
Horton.
Horton has the sympathy of the
REMAINS TAKEN TO
people, who believe he was Justified
in whipping the man, and as he did
not
to cause death. It Is not
RATON FOR BURIAL likelyintend
that he will be held. Physicians state that Swanson's death was
New Location
due to 'bruises and the fact that he
The remains of Mrs. William T. was poisoned by liquor. "
NORTH
424
SECOND ST.
Moore, daughter of John Campbell,
of Raton, N. M., who died in Vallejo,
TELEPHONE
4S
Cnl., last Wednesday, passed through WORKMEN DROWNED
BY
this city Saturday night en route for
Raton, where the funeral service was
hold today at the Catholic church.
COLLAPSE OF BRID6E
Mrs. Moore was long a resident of
Raton and was married there several
The Railroad Avenue Optician
years ago to Win. T. Moore.
Her
brothers, James H. and Joe CampLorain, Ohio. July 22. A score of
bell, and sisters, Mesdames
Eyes Examined Free
T.
F.
vine precipitated into tne river
Murphy and Thomas Sayers, reside inrn
nere louay oy tne collapse of part
114 Railroad Avenue
in Raton.
of a foot bridge on which they were
CrOHslllflr to the nhin vanlj im'hAnA
v....
ALBUQUERQUE.
N. M.
were employed.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Two
bodies .1 have
hfdn (nkun fiuim v ,
eral men are missing.
Alvnrndo.
Win. Wallace McClellan
S. C. Maxlee, Sldwee,
Ohio; H.
Wesbter and wife, Chicago; Mary
Flnlayson and Florence Wormian. Kl NEGRO SENTENCED
Justice of Peace, Precinct No. 12
Paso; V. Stein. Kansas City; L. A.
ALBUQUKRQUK. N. M.
Mullanty, Wlnslow; F. S. Freeman,
Ann Arbor, Mich.; J. S. Service,
Notary Public
FOR
"TOUCHING"
Wlnslow; B. F. Leach and wife, Buffalo: E. E. Potter, St. Joseph; F. A.
Collections made at Korber Building 124
Hrandon. Denver; D. H. Teas, New
N. Second Street From 9 to 12 a. m.
York; Wyatt Evans. El Paso; H. A.
A colored man called "Spot"
Rlngan. Hillsooro; Charles Moorman, was arraigned before Acting llrown
Police
and 2 ti 4 p. m.
Judge
What Cheer. Iowa: Mrs. W. A. Jones,
W. W. McClellan this morning
Ash Fork; M. S. Franklin, Needles; on a charge of drunkenness and larResidence
723 N. Fourth St.
John H. Sims. Los Angeles; Mr. and ceny, and wns committed to Jail for
Mrs. H. Lee Chilson, Wlnslow; E. C. twenty-riv- e
days. The complaining
Iawrence, Denver; I. J. Custer, San witness in the case was Clav William
Bernardino, Cal.; J. L. Sullivan and another colored man. Williams ar
F .J. Otero, Bernalillo; George Cui- - rived m Albuquerque Saturday evening and fell in with llrown whom he
oamar, t. i.. i. ti.
Lar-JlnIowa; Albert J. Yerkes, Phila has known for three years. The two
delphia; L. Ohlln, Guam; K. J. were drinking all evening and oe- Drury, La Junta: W. E. Curry. El came more or less Intoxicated. MarPaso; A. J. Parker, Newton, Kan.; tin had two ten dollar bills hidden
M. M. Rice. Topeka; H. W. Sharpe, away In his clothes which he did not
Junta; A. C. Haskell. La Junta; intend to spend and he claimed thnt
Hats Cleaned and Blocked In
Ben Spier, New York; C. R. Wise, this was taken from his pocket by
Denver; J. M. Murdock. Chicago; S.
any Style Panamas a Speuenied tne charge.
iro'n
L. Hoffman, Baltimore; B. P. Phelps,
cially
Clothing
steam
Tokepa; C. McKlnson, Denver; F. M.
111 ston vnnr naln free.
Tn ihnn
Mitchell, Omaha.
you first before you spend a penny
Cleaned and Pressed.
what my Pink Pain Tablets can do, I
Orders Attended
to
will malt you free, a Trial Package of
Slurtres.
J. A. Lamb. Chicago; M. Wlsh-bree- them Dr. Snoop's Headache Tablets.
Promptly.
Bernalillo; Charles Hanna, It. Neuralgia, Headache, Toothache, Peit. Avery, San Marcial; J. M. Craw- riod pains, etc., are due alone to blood
ford, Jasper. Ala.; A. H. Atchison, conirentlnn.
Tit
bhnnn'a XI cr, A a
Indian Territory; J. J. Jones, Wichsimply kill pain by coaxing
&
ita, Kan.; E. S. Juda, Kansas City; Tablets
away
blood pressure.
J. H. Simms, Los Angeles; Will That istnenil unnatural
AririrAaa Tr fiknnn Da.
680.
Phone
Abrams. San Francisco;
Max Paul
Kempenlch. Peralta, L. L. Lyons, cine. Wis. Sold by all dealers.
Denver; James E. Nelson, Chicago;
A. J. Abbott, Santa Fe: M. G. Keen-aocmcmoexmoexeKMOmmcmo m oaKMCmcmoexDeeKMoaMmomosom
Springer; C. E. Dall, Denver; A.
H. Hanson, Wlnslow; A. D. Wald-roDenver; Henry Baswltz, Los
Angeles; Ir. CS. H. Bason and wife.
San Antonio; A. E. Rouiller and John
G. Rouiller.

Your Credit is Good
E. M AHARAM

aJ

n,

BELL'S

LIVERY

C. H. Carnes, O.D.

,.

i.

j

j j

Santa Fe Restatifant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hour. Firtt Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - - ;

Qnvoy Hotel
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor
tJr-icler--

oooooooooooooc
Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

The telephone makes the
.datlea lighter, the cares less
and the worriea fewer.
TOC NE1

telephone
The
yonr health, prolongs your Ufa
and protects yonr bourn

A TELEPHONE

IN TOUR HOMfc

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
X00SX3SKD0X)X300OOO

OaotOaoaoacmOSOSQSOSOSOSO

3X0OsX0X)sXMOsX0X

FljT SCREENS

Door screens aa atrong aa an ordinary door at prices that defy
e
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are aa atrong as a door at 7 cents
per foot at the
eastern-mad-

6AVE$5,000

1. A. Moore, general
of th
Santa Fe refrigerator service, and C.
C. Copp, an agent of the Swift Packing company with headquarters at
St. Joseph. Mo., passed through Al- ouquerque today in charge of a special car of sweet pickled hams, en
route to Los Angeles.
"This Is the first experiment tho
Swift Packing company has made In
shipping sweet pickled hams," said
Mr. Moore today,
"and should it
prove a success, the Santa Fe will attempt to get the contract for handling such shipments.
lhe car, which we have in charge,
left Si. Joseph last Wednesday and
It is scheduled to arrive in Los Angeles Thursday."

WEST RAILROAD AVE
NEXT TO BARK OF
COMMERCE.
RUE

Where to Dine Well

"

Proprietors

PING

203

Dentist

j

AN EXPERIMENT IN

7

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Price

The Leading Stationer.

SUPERIOR
PliAlSTING MILL
SKJS OUR NEW UKIC1C BTJILTTNfl

ISX3)00000OfX3OsK3SK)SKJl

HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing Works
Ladies' and Gentlemen's Clothes, Cleaned,
Pressed and Repaired. Gotds Called for
n
and Delivered.
Orders Given
Prompt Attention
Jjs
LET US CALL FOR YOUR CLOTHES
MRS. ROSE HENRY, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Out-of-tow-

t

1

09-- 1

II W. Silver, Rear Savoy Hotel.

Tel. 480

Cali f 0 rn I a
Excursions
Every Tuesday,

Thurs-

day and Saturday during

June, July, August
and September

::

::

::

Return Limit Nov. 30

ooooooC)ooaoaoo
The Albuquerque
Hatters

g,

Extremely Low Rates
Los Angeles and Return $35
San Diego, Coronado and

113

. $35
Return
San Francisco and Return $45

-a

Ex-prc- sa

n,

Corner
3. d St. Gold Ave.

?oooooooooooo

n.

DO YOU

n,

TO BE A

first-clas-

PRESCRIPTIONS

f

Always Good

5

WE FILL

1

Over 600 People Went to Jose E. Perea Unaccountably Worked Smooth Game on Full Set of Teeth
--m
11
Filling
Gold
npU
$1.50
Missing and Relatives
Capital City on Sunday
Experienced Second Hand
Gold Crowns
$0 Jfk f
rainless Extracting.. .50c Sr
Are Alarmed.
Excursion.
Goods Buyer.

Delivered on Ice,

3

Eastman Kodaks

SOLD A BABY

BELLE SPRINGS

i

paqii rrva.

Supplies Finishing for Amateurs.
loan Kodaks tree.

R

some

go

CITIZEN.

DISAPPEARS YOUNG LADS STOLE AND

FROM HOME IN

FE

EVENING

taruiul Central.
C. E. Ryan, Colorado Springs; J.
D. Flannigan, East Las Vegas; N. B.
Haney and wife, Greenville. Texas;
R. V. I. Mauir. Mineral Springs, Texas; William Gorman. H. A. Petus,
Los Cerrlllos; II. C. Smith, C. Odon,
Iaa Vega; C. L. Smith. Scranton,
Pa.; J. Ford Young, San Bernardino,
Cal.; William Clark, Williams. Ariz.;
F. L. Campbell, Inver; II. H. Car-me- r.
L. Maxwell, J. Bryant, Las Vegas; F. G. Kelly, Gallup.

Put

Fruit This Summer

Up

We luve two hundred four tiuhkct crau-of Ilurbnnk plums
thut we will kIvo the mcivtuiiiiM tomorrow morning to aell at one
(loliur a crau. You will bo sorry If you miss tills sale. Order

Full Particulars

rom

T. E. PURDY, Agent.

Safety of the Checkiog Account

a

from your grocer.

BITTNER-STAM-

FRUIT

M

CO.

ooooooooooooo ooooooooooock;

SaToy.
S. B. Dinnagau,
11.
W.
Tucker, XIXXXXIXXXXITTTIIIXXXXITIITTXXXXXXXXTTTTTTTITTTTTTTTM
Flagstaff; F. J. Koeller. St. Ioul;
A. Pence. J. R. Head, Council H1U,
I. T. ; Bob Morton, Muskogee, I. T. ;
C. C. Bradfleld, C. L. Brown, Helen;
Mrs. M. M. Snyder, Las Vegas; S.
Kansas City; William
Grantham.
Nichols, Lis Vegas; Paul Vlf and
Tht Pionttr Ten! Sanatorium of New Mexico. Situated
family, Cleburne, Texas.; C. Doherty.
among the foothills of the txautiful Sangrc it Criito Mountains,
Ijuny; E. Banla, San Rafael; C. V.
a mile from the historic city of Santa Fe. Private Mountain
Lewis and wife, Pittsburg, 1'a ; William F. Barund, El Pao.
water supply. Excellent table. No dust storms. Cool sum-

s;tjiount tent cjtv
mer climate.

MeirMlitan.

R. F. Donegan and wife, RiJgwood,
N. D.; Ray Bean, Los Angeles; V. A.
Dennis and family. Ash Fork; Julius

Get

Rates

Rosrh and family. Demlng; Thomas
J. E. Kemp. Chicago; B. B. Howard,
Omaha; H. H. Hall, Las Vegas.
KXXXXXXJ

J 0.00
1

Resident physicians.

Per Week Up.

I

I

Send

t

When you pay your bills by check, you carry no money
on your person, it is net necessary. Your money is safe in
the Bank.
You can write out a check for the amount you wish to
pay you check against your money in the Hank.
Your check book is of no value to anyone The checks
you issue are good only to the party to whom they are made.
We offer exceptional facilities for b
arge and small

account?.
We solicit your account.

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

l

For Booklet.

rTTTTTXyjrXXTXXITTIIXTTTTTTIXTTy7

Citizen Want Ads for Results

"AGE

ALBUQUERQUE

SIX.

JAPS

HERE F OM

ORE 8Y NEW

MEXICO

SYSTEM

SAID PASHA" ENJOYED

WIIKItK T1IF.Y PLAY.

BY GOOD AUDIENCE

National Irniruo.
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
Chicago at New York.
Clnclnnfl.tl at Brooklyn.
Piltsjurg, at Boston.
American
Poston at Chicago.
New York at St. Louis.
Philadelphia at Detroit.
Washington at Cleveland.
HOW TIIKY STAND.

Evident That Some Powerful Copper Queen Company at
BIsbee. Ariz , Installing
Motive Is Behind

Patent Device.

Alovcment.

BASE BALL

All

HANDLE

FLOCKING TU

20
PEOPLE
Because of the rnln only a small 20
audience gathered to enjoy the performance of "fviid Pasha" by the Bos.
ton Ideal Comedy company at tho
last night.
Traction park Casino
What the audience lacked In numbers
It more than made up in enthusiasm,
but this was poor consolation tor the
man at the 4ox otllte.
At no performance since the beginning of the present engagement was
the applause so rapturous and encores
Farewell Performance
so many as at the show of last evening. The production merited the ovation It received, for it is a sprightly,
mirth producer from starts to linlsli.
The music especially is iaihy and
the humor contagious. It laughter
Is good for tlie lieulth, no one who
attended the oeia last night need be Curtain 8:30. Trices 25c and 35c
sick for a month.
Reserved seats at Matsons.
Few In the audience realized that,
by reason of t lie Illness of Frank
apear,
cast
the
not
Dale, who eould
hampered.
was
considerably
ine
make-shif- ts
resorted to, however,
were scarcely noticeable.
THE
Miss Laura Moore as Serena had
a few beautiful songs allotted to her
which she sang with rare purity or
tone. r W. Walters, In the part of
Terrano. the. Mexican noble, dolighted
The
the audience with his splendid tenor
Standard Railway of Mexico
Mights and was encored repeatedly, as
was also Miss Moore. .Miss winrreu
Traverses the Republic
Crowley, as Queen Altl, was both good
to look upon and pleasant to near.
From the north to the south
pre
splendor
she
Arraved In oriental
and with Its branch lines reachsented a beautiful stage picture. A.
es
the most Important cities,
C. Burgess, as Hodad and Byrl Har
such as Chihuahua, Torreon,
rison as Nockey made n good pair oi
Zacatecas, Aguascalientes, San
laugh provokers und W. H. Burgess
Louis, potosl, Tamplco, Irapua-t- o,
as the vehement Kajah was exception.
Guadalajara,
ally convincing. H. C. Moseley as
Said Pasha and Miss Kittle Oebler as
The City of Mexico
their full
Balah also contributed
share to the success of the piece.
and many other places worth
"Suid Pasha" Is an opera which
seeing.
demands the ears and eyes of the
The Itlehet Mlnlnjr, Lumber
audience yet does not compel one to
and Cattle Producing Iands
strain himself thinking. The plot Is
Made Accessible by This
slender as a thread and unravels as
Great System.
easily as cotton from a spool. TIvj
fascinating musical numbers and delightful comedy bits are dispersed
Can learn of much that la
throughout the piece with liberality
Intensely Interesting and create
and at no time does the action drag
a desire to visit the
or the music pall. The chorus comes
In for some strong work and in the
scenes
and volumes of
ensemble
sound Is si.ul stirring. "Said Pasha"
again tonight and
will toe playe.l
"Pinafore" will be put on as the
by obtaining a map folder of th
closing performance of the engageMexican Central Railway, as In
ment tomorrow night.
It are to be found brief sketches of plaois and things in MexPort Bryon, N. Y., has witnessed
ico that, for grandeur, antiquity
one of the most remarkable cases of
and historical value, have no
healing ever recorded. Amos F. King
equal In the world.
of that place says: "Bucklen's ArFolders, rates and all Inforleg
my
nica Salve cured a sore on
mation furnished on application
80
over
I
suffered
had
with which
years.
I am now eighty-five- ."
C. F. BERNA
Guaranteed to cure all 'sores, by all
dealers, 25c.
Commerci&l Agent
IX)tt
MAX
WANTKO YOCXO
EL PASO, TEXAS.
DUUU
VANN
SODA FOUNTAIN.
W.
MURDOCH,
D.
CO.
Passenger Traffic Manager.
o
j. c. Mcdonald,
When there Is the slightest Indica
Genl. Pass. Agent.
tion of Indigestion, heart burn, flat
MEXICO, MEXICO.
OF
?ITT
ulence or any form of stomacn trouble take a little Kodol occasionally
and you will get prompt relief. Sold
by J. H. O' Hlelly & Co.

Won. Lost. Tct.
.744
21
61
4 8
.615
30
.608
31
48
.6.
43
34
.458
45
38
.523
45
33

Fra Diavalo

ht

sj

se

1

low-sra-

",,;,,,;:

"'"h'"

Denn-Arlzo-

na

er

v.,Lo

.

fio TlH'Ir Way Alone.
The only qualification for admittance at the immigration station Is
to Canada
that they possess a ticket
or Cananea and that they are in good
they
the train
board
After
health.
her thev are under the surveillance
of regular inspection officers along
for nome distance. After
the road go
and are
that they anytheir way alone
attention by the gov
not given
point
of
destina
ernment until their
lion is reached If it Is reached. The
government has an inspection officer
and
at Vancouver and one at Cananea Japs
these Inspectors take note of the
who arrive and send their report to
Washington.

poucwslci
BEGS FOR MERCY
York. July 22. Although he
begged for mercy saying he had
robbery to save him from
Morgan. Is
Williams
Hiurvation.
vears old. who whs caught rilling
today
a
saloon
lefrlgerator box in
vv;m Muhiei-teto a brutal beating by
after being hot in the
a
hand durlnc the chase.
lfrThe.
man is in St. Vincent's hospit
unconscious and wllh several waip
wounds, und so wtaK thai n: n.a
New

o

Bring us your Job work. Prices
the very lowest and the work will
stand Inspection anywhere. Business
and calling cards a specialty.

1

rNiver.
Vainly citizens who witnessed th
me policeman i
utlack pleaded wltll
a
t,.t.
He onlv replied that it
ifL

ivine of helr business and continued
beating the man until he was uliuost
neneleiH,
vi..r.ti and another man were
neen by a pedestrian inside the sa
Thev had broken the lock ol
but had made no at
the front door,anything
oui iooj ine
tempt to take
found in an ice oox uemuu mc

Special excursions

iu nourish and strengthen
iouoi
your digesetlve organs and furnish
the natural digestive Juices for your
stomach. It will make you well. KoSold by J.
dol digests wha you eat.
O'RIelly & Co.

Every Proper

Accommodation,

And

8olIclts

fltO, 000.00.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA FE RT.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK 1
ALBUQUERQUE,

u.

11. 12

m.

otRomiTomrr

Authorlxed Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

&

600,6St.M
1 2 50,0 00.

Santa Fa Railway Company

IT WEANS HIM
The running of a bank account has a
tendency to wean a man from habits of
extravagance and dissipation. It gives
him new ambition and a desire to save
::

x

v.

t
to assist

::

::

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

2nd mad Cad

2nd a ad Cold

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers

$59.25
Tickets on sale July

NEW MEXICO

OmCMt AND DIRECTOR
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS
PrMldral
M. W. FLOURNOY
Vica President
FRANK UcKKB
Cashier
R. A. FROST
AwliUnt Cashier
B. F. RAYNOLDi
Director

Philadelphia and Return

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

and 13.

Return limit July 23rd. By depositing
this ticket and paying tl It may be
extended to leave Philadelphia up to
and Including July 31st.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

T. E. Purdy, Agent

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Thos. F. Keleher
DEVOES READY PAINT
One Gallon Covers 600 Square Feet
PALMETTO ROOF FAINT
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Yearn.
JAP-A-La-

Whose Fault Is It?

C.

409 Wttt Railroad Mvoaao

The plan of your new house may
be corre, but unless you have good
building material you're going to be
disappointed "That's 'What!" "It's
up to you" to Insist that every stick
of lumber that goes Into your house
comes from this house then you'll
get the right thing at the right price
very time.

A. E. WALKER,
riRE

INSURANCE

tu

The Only Way to Know a Thing is to Try It

idea
to the world. It Is not quite new with me, however, as I have
The
in
riven it, at i iid timei, four or live yean of thought It first came into my mind in resMjne to a desire to coup.e,has
magaiine with the illustrated feature of the conventional magazine. It
some way. the str?njth of the
Now that th idea is perfected, I wish to tee what there is ia it It looks to
been a difficult problem to work out.
me to be very good, but the only stay to know a thing is to try it

Secretary Mutual Building Assoc
Uon. orace at 817 West

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

Magazines for a Quarter Easy toMoney
twelve
which la equal

cent;
magazine ia twenty-6v- e
The price of this
cents a ma&atine. Most ma&nzinea which were selling at ten crnf
and
have been advanced to bite en centa. Tllli SCRAP ttOOli in two parts vieana two
magazines for tweuty-Uv- e
i t uu against thirty cents for two Ulteen cent magazine.

RIO

LIVERT. SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horaea and Mules Bought and Ex
changed.
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

brand-ne-

n

TOTI e

ORAO I

m

GRANDE

LUMBER

GO,

Phone S

Corner Third and Marquette

maycm999Xm
r
--

OLD RELIABLE.

aLa.

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Ua
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wlnea Liquor
and Cigars. Place your orders te
this line with us.
tll-Ill-NORTH TH -.-D ST

m

ESTABLISHED 1171.

3. PUTNEY

i

THE WHOLESALE CROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

rt

Now Ready on all

MUNSEY,

News-stan-

Meat Market

ds

New York

Camei th Urgeat and

THIRD STREET

lf

A.

Facllltlia,

We are always glad
those
who desire to 'turn over a new leaf."

FEE'S PEERLESS
CAND'ES. AT WALTON'S DRUG
10
STORE.
principal
points
in Illinois, rows. Kan
DeWItfs Little Early Risers. Small,
.Missouri,
sure, safe pills. Sold by J. H. Has. Michigan. Minnesota.a ana
Wis
and South Dakota
lnrtn
O'Rlelly & Co.
oonsln.
Dates of sale June 15. 16. 17. 22
23, 24, 29, 30, July 1. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 10
il, 1Z. 19. zo, and Zl. Final return
limit October SlsL

magazine. Now I am creating mother
created a new type of msesiine th.
maeaxins. Thii ii the ags of apecialuation. I he convenOonal magajin.
.liinrt vi-- the
i contain
vith its miturl.ic of illustrations and its tmattenng of notion and its smattering or special articles, a
1 KA I
magazine and the ALL-UXof any one thing to make it satisfying. The
rnou-masitine, joined togtthei it a uait, strengthen each other, and inak, tomething really L:g and lorcef ul and convtuang.

L FRANK

DEPOSITS

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. 8. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C Baldrldge. Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
oeo. Arnot, O. E.Cromwell.

HOME-MAD-

I

one-ha-

Extends to Depositor
New Accounts--Caplta- l.

Ku2

Witt's Carbolized Witch Hazel Salve.
Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly & Co.

N

two-pa-

SAVINGS

ON

With Ample Means and tTnsnrpsMned

money.

A cleansing, clean, cooling, soothing, healing household remedy Is De

each
ftCaaP BOOK tor July fa fa sued In fwo cfofia two compfefa mogartnem,
svfih its owu cover and Itm own table ol contmntm. Ono of theme mectlonm lm an
tnagatlne. Each lm a mammoth maga-tin- e
maqawlue t the other lm an
m Itaelf. The one prementm an overwhelming array of human Interest article and
f.'fuslrationai the other an enormous tonnage of fiction 160 pagem of abmorbing mtorlem.

Two

ALLOWED

INTEREST

VIA

We do It right. notCR DHT.
perlal Laundry Co.

THC

n

Capital and Surplus, $100,000

LAND OF THE
MONTEZUMAS

BOOK

Is

NEW MEXICO

TOURISTS

SCRP

Ten vearj

ALBUQUCfQUK

Mexican Central

The Biggest Kind of a Change
that Ever Happened to Any Magazine
Has Happened This Month to

rUates.

iot.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

tuesday"night

uiir

Russo-Japane-

COMIC OPERA

Said Pasha

Boston
49
32
El Paso. Tex., July 22. Is there II I'lshee. Ariz., juiy ii. n a simpie Cincinnati
urinous St. Louis
67
.221
19
movement on foot on the part ol I ana economical system
me
h
ir,ivmmiit in mane ore irom tne xiones in
xunaie
uninu
curs
rauruuu
I
me
loading
in
it
Mexico
and California the and
Aimrii'an Irfvuo.
nr.nhrn
nf nrollmlnnrv oiieratlons lor I to oe installed ai an me
Won. Lost. Pet.
war with the United states ana tna; i wueen propei ue nuinu
.631
31
53
Chicago
i nis ssiem nus ueeu n
of Japanese dally com-- I I montn.
.513
33
the hundred territory
48
Cleveland
It
some
and
contemplation
time
for
are
mentioned
imr Into the
"
32
.590
46
"
I
.
..
.1...
..I. .l,.. V.i.ii Detroit
mr im
um. m
srents or the Kovernment preparing i as on
.570
34
45
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that
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of 1902 and 1903
Many of the Jans have grips In
which they carry uniforms worn on
the fields of Tain Sin and Mukden and
carry with them medals of honor for
gallant services on ine oaiueneiu
Thev are all small, but carry them
selves well and make a presentable
appearance despite their pleblan
clothing. Most of them are intelligent and can speak Spanish enough
to be understood when they reach
Juarez, after only a week or so In
&lexlco.
More of the Japanese are arriving
In Juarez over the Mexican Central
dallv. Thev come to this port from
central Mexico, whither they make
their way from Hallna Cruz, where
they land by shiploads. Others that
land at Salina Cruz make ineir way
along the coast to Guaymas and further north to lower California. Those
coming here purchase tickets to Vancouver, Canada, or to Cananea, Mexico, and on the strength of these
tickets are admitted "o the United
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In Death He Remembered One
Who Refused His
Love.
Kansna City, Mo., July 22. When
T. Palmer married Alma Pnt-te- n
In Hannibal, Mo., ten years ago,
Walter H. Sheridan wan a disappointed man. He was a suitor for
Miss Patten's harvd but she choose
the other. Sheridan was patient,
thoiiKh.
He did not know what
might happen. When Mr. and Mrs.
Palmer Hcparnted six years asro, he
bested the woman of his choice to
obtain a divorce and marry him.
She refused.
Mrs. Valmer came to Kansas City
three years apo with her mother,
Mrs. Mary A. Potter and her eon,
Potter Palmer, nine years old. They
live at 1833 Holly wtreet now. Sheridan followed them here and continued his pleadings. But Mrs. Palmer
said no.
"I'd rather work and support my
boy and myself than marry again, "
bhe told him.
"Well," said Sheridan, one day In
February, 1905, "If that's the case, I
believe I'll go to South America."
Xo Wonl Till Ills
Sheridan's frequent calls at Mrs.
Palmer's home Mopped then. Recently she sued her husband for divorce.
He lives In Hannibal, Mo.,
where he owns a theater. Not a
word came from Sheridan until yesterday. Then word was received In
Kansas City of his death In a British
honpltal In Buenos Ayres, Argentine
republic.
South America, and the
additional word was that he had left
his estate, consisting of 14.500 In
gold and other property to Mrs. Palmer.
"The last time I saw Mr. Sheridan
was in February-- , 190S," she said,
"'when he told me he was thinking of
going to South America.
He had
not written to me since that time.
We had known each other for years
and were very good friends."
What She'll Io With the Money.
Mrs. Palmer Is about 30 years old.
"I can't believe that this news is
true," she said, "although I am not
surprised that he should have left his
estate to me. I wish that I had ac
cepted his proposal before he went
away.
"I don't know much about' Mr.
Sheridan's family except that he of
ten spoke of two brothers, one who
lived In Peoria and one In Qulncy,
111.
He was about 40 years old."
When asked what she Intended to
do with the money left her by Mr.
Sheridan, she said: "I may have to
spend it all In getting It, but I want to
build a home for my mother and my
etelf here in Kansas City, where we
can earn our living and educate my
eon. But I may not get this money.
At least, I don't ntend to build castles
until I hear from the lawyers down
there where he died."
Mr.
The Information concerning
Sheridan's death was received from
Dougherty C. Hoover, an attorney of
Buenos Ayres. Mrs.
Palmer will
communicate with him at once concerning the estate.
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Bad Burns Quickly Healed.
so delighted with what
Chamberlains Salve has done for me
I feel bound to write and tell
that
you so," says Mrs. Robert Mytton,
457 John St., Hamilton, Ontario. "My
little daughter had a bad burn on
her knee. I applied Chamberlain's
it healed beautifully."
salve and
This salve allays the pain of a burn
most Instantly. It is for sale by all
druggists.
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LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN
Pianos, Organs
Furniture.
Horses, Wagon and other Chattels
also on SALARIES AND WARS
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as lit
and as high as $200. Loans art
quickly made and strictly private
Time: On month to on year give
Goods remain In your
possession
Our rate are reasonable Call and
sea us be for borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship ticket to and from a
part of th world.
Room I and 4, Grant Bldg.
10$ 4 West Railroad Aye.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

The flexible sole Red Cross
comfort a ble from

Shoe is

'he start.

The burnine and a chine
Mused by stiff soles and the
evils of thin soles are prevented by the Red Cross. It
Enables a woman to be on her
feet for hours at a time with
omfort.
A stylish
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CARDS

absolutely
comfortable

LAWTERa.

Ira M Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. 11
Washinaton. TV i"
T.ninn.
land patents.
convrlihta
letter patents, trade marks, claims
R. W. D. Bryan.

.t

N.'. W..

Jkr

nmii

ATTORNEf

AT LAW.
Office,
First

llknnn..

N: St, R'J &m
ounaing.
U-oE. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY AT T.AW.
nnu
Cromwell block. Albuquerque. N. 31 )xfords,
' $3.50
DENTISTS.
ligh Shoes,
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
$4.00
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms I and 1. Brntt kniui,..
Zet us fit you.
over O'Rlelly's dm
atora. Pknni
No. 744. Appointments mads by mal,
DR. C. A. KLEer,
a'viillBVt
N. T. Armljo Building.
Phone 89,
121 Railroad Avaou
Edmund J.- Aim- - n n- BV.
a
No. $06 Railroad avenua.
nM.
m. m
hours. 9 a. m.. to U-ii.aa
p. m, to I p. m. Both phones. Ap
poimmenis made by mall.
. M. SHKRIDAK. M. n
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
Occidental Life Building.
-T88$. Albuquerque, N. If.
DR. R. r,. hitki.
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis
treated with ui.h
Frequency Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatments given escb And Principal Eastern Point
uay irom 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse in attendance. Both phones.
DRS. BRONSON & RRON'SON,
On Sale Doily
Homeopaths.
Over Van's Drug Store. 'Phone
Office and residence, 618.
June Is to Sept. 30th.
DR. C. A. FRANK.
Physician and Surgeon.
Rooms 4 and B. Barnett bldg. Office hours 8 to 12 and 2 to 6, 7 to 8
via
p. m.
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The Beer of Quality

The

SJ'fc of alcohol in
ia simply a mild

the beer

stimulant that helps the
stomach do its work with
out producing uny harmful
effuct.
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The Southern Pacific railroad paid
employes on the Tucson division between Yuma. Ariz., and El Paso,
HELP WANTED.
Texas, $160,000 for last months
Man Who Made Discovery Search of Prisoner at Pres-cot- t work.
ill your
UISLP WANTED iFThal
crying need, a want ad In The
Not Charged With
Reveals Plenty
Dating after the first of August R.
Evening Citizen's want column will
J. Selkirk, supervisor of the national
assure you of plenty of employes.
forest reserve, will make Benson,
of Blanks.
Murder.
H ANTED.
Arizona, his headquarters Instead of
Tucson, as heretofore.
WANTED Gunny sacks, all kinds.
E. W. Fee. 602 South First street.
Prescott, Arls., July 22. When
Wlnslow. Arl.. July 22. (Knrrialt
Jose V.. Duran, one of the oldest WANTED Boy with pony to deliver
W. O. Kelley, the Wlnslow member Deputy Sheriff Horace
Bowdre ar- residents of Santa Fe, sucoumher
pa pers. Apply at this office.
to
prospecting
party. rested C. E. Clark Saturday night, on
of the Bowie
failure at his home Saturday. WANTED
Immediately,
a white
which made the rich strike of gold Montezuma street, he landed what neart
He
living
in
had
been
retirement
for
camp cook.
In the Zunl mountains
Apply Horabln-Mc- last week. appears to be one of the smoothest the past few years but had served
!
s
trey co.
says that the story to the effect that "phoney" check vendors who has op- the county as treasurer for ten years
the gold was nrst discovered by a na- erated here In many mtnhs.
Experienced bookkeeper
WANTED
during his life.
tive wanted by the authorities of
Clark,
that can do telegraphing. Address,
is accused of securGrant county, N. M., and that cer- ing $25.50 who
H.
A.
Mer. Co., San Antonio,
Tnl'Mnp.
Hilton
Tun
In
In
dhoM
Pnnntv
Th.
from Fred Eckert
tain members of the party first on a worthless cash
N. M.
check, on July 8, came stitute whJr-- will ho 'rirl.l at P.tnn.
learned of the place where the gold here about three
weeks ago and se- cla. N. M., will be of two wei ks' du- WANTED First class cook at Allen
could be found, was correct, but the cured quarters at the
horation, beginning Monday. July 22.
hotel. Must furnish reference. $50
native referred to Is not wanted by tel, of which Eckert.Montezuma
proprietor. Prof. A. B. Stroup. superintendent of
per month.
J. M. Allen, Magda-lenthe authorities for murder.
The He worked a few days Is
county,
at
one
schools
of
the
of
Bernalillo
will
N. M.
of
crime committed by the fugitive was local business houses, and appeared ficiate as conductor.
WANTED At once, good camp cook,
that of dragging & woman from a to be possessed of ample means.
$85: also muckers and miners, carhorse. The crime was committed
Insurance adjusters who have pass
July 10 he entered the saloon of
's
penters, helpers, pile drivers.
several years ago. After committing Eokert,
through
ed
in
Tucson
the
few
last
on
street,
Cortes
and informEmployment,
the assault the native made his way
615 South
days
report
adthe
that
insurance
ed
the
proprietor
bank
the
that
on foot through the Zunl mountains
First street.
for the recent big fire on VANTED
to Gallup, where he disposed of the would not cash his check without justment
People who want somegold nuggets. The native said that being identified. Eckert said that in- Chihuahua hill In Blshee, Ariz., has
thing, to advertise In The Citizen's
been practically completed and that
he found the gold In the Zunl moun- asmuch as he did not have time to the
want
A few line Cost but
column.
total amount paid to the policy
tains about two days' travel from walk to the hank, he would endorse
few cents but bring returns an
Gallup. He said that it was past the check. He did so and two days noiders approximated about $30,000.
hundred fold.
Fort Wlngate and what Is known as later was Informed by the cashier of
The application of the Boswell WANTED Ladies who wish stylish
the "Milk Ranch," and near the tne urescott National bank, where Lumber
company
dressmaking. Also apprentice. Call
and others for the
check was cashed, that the check
northeast corner of the Zunl Indian the
on Miss C. P. Crane,
612 North
had been returned by the Union Sav appointment of a receiver for the
reservation.
"This was all the clue ings
Second street. Millinery at half
and Trust company of Phoenix, Hondo Stone Manufacturing company
we had," said Mr.
Kelley. "We
has been refused in the district court
price,
drove pas the 'Milk Ranch' and the on which institution It was drawn, and
the plaintiffs hnve had the action WANTED At once, woman to 3o
fort and In the mountains about six- with the information that Clark had dismissed
cost.
at
their
housework;
no
small family, good
to
funds
his credit there.
ty miles from Gallup we ran onto a
wiiges. Inquire Mrs. F. E. Sturges,
ranchman, who had some gold bearHad Many linire Chocks,
good
a
Is
sign
a
town
It
for
when
423 North Second street.
ing quartz similar to that brought
Eckert could hardly 'believe Clark
hotels are all crowded with guests. WANTED Men who are used to, and
back by our party. This old ranch- was guilty of such a gross violation the
Notwithstanding
hot
weather
the
man took us over Into some burnt of the law and at first concluded that
who have worked on a pile driver.
keep pouring Into Douglas,
hills and told us that he found his he would not have him arrested. Lat- strangers
Apply Santa Barhara Tie and Pole
and hotel room Is often at a
rock there, which Is not so without er, however, and after a search of Ariz.,
Co.. room 3, First National Bank
Douglas
premium.
Is
growing
steadbuilding.
a doubt. The hills were hills of vol- Clark's room was made, he changed ily and fast taking on metropolitan
canic ashes.
his mind. When the room was enter- airs.
MEN WANTED.
"We drove past an Indian village ed a number
of worthless checks
every
MEN WANTED Somewhere
and did a little prospecting on our were found, as well as a large amount
day. If you are looking for a job
Of the $1,300 stolen June 30 from
own accord with the result that we of writing paper, upon which Clark
's
put
Evening
a want ad In The
saloon In Carlsbad, N.
found what looks like pretty good had apparently been practicing the Schoonover's
want column and It will do
M., $793.90 was found buried near
stuff.
signatures of other persons, alleged the
the rest.
Pecos river Snturday. Joe Mat"We haven't got an assay from the to have a standing in the financial
thews, negro porter at the saloon,
ore we. sent In yet but there is no world.
KENT.
that he and a young FOR RENT FOR
doubt but that It will run high. All
Among the blank checks he pos- has confessed who
Pleasant, well furnlsh- hus disappeared,
I'm afraid of Is that we haven't found sessed were many from Albuquerque, white man,
ed front rooms, near business centhe mother vein."
Las Vegas and other New Mexico and stole the $1,300.
ter; rates reasonable.
Corner
As far as known,
Arizona banks.
Sixth and Railroad. Apply at rear.
The first spike was driven for a
none of these had been forged, but Chamber
of Commerce for G1o1h, FOR RENT Two nice large pleasant
ARRESTED FOR COLwere still blank.
Saturday at an enthusiastic
furnished rooms, ror light houseThe sheriff's office was notified and Ariz.,
meeting
held In the district court
keeping or sleeping rooms.
a warrant sworn to for Clark's ar- room at the
Thirty-fiv- e
court
house.
617 South Broadway.
Deputy Sheriff Bowdre lodged of the leading business and profesORADO
FRAUDS rest.
him In the county jail. He will be sional men of the city were present, FOR RENT A few nicely furnished
rooms, with use of bath, very reaarraigned on the charge In Justice a healthy nucleus for an aggressive
sonable; no Invalids. Hotel Cralge,
court in the next few days.
organization.
Los Angeles, Cal., July 22. Cyrus
Silver avenue, between First and
is a stranger in the city, and
J. Williams of this city, and Fred noClark
Second streets.
one could be found yesterday who
During the past week In southern
H. Walllhan of Inglewood, Cal., have knew anything of his previous history
RENT Several small cottages,
New Mexico, the Southern
Pacific b'OR nicely
Just been arrested upon indictments or operations.
furnished for housekeepall
has had three serious accidents. Lee
returned by the federal grand Jury In
ing.
Hot
J. B. Block, Jemes
Noa. a switchman, had his foot cut
Denver, charging them with complicThe Charming Woman
Springs, N. M.
off near Carrlzozo Sunday. On Wedity In coal land frauds In Olenwood Is not necessarily
one of perfect form nesday a
native boy had
Springs, Colo. They were taken into and features. Many
EMPIOYMENT.
plain woman a fiot taken off and the same day a
custody by Deputy United States who could never servea as
If you need work
an
artist's
Marshal Franklin and neither has yet model possesses those rare qualities native named Trinidad Carrilln, wa EMPLOYMENT
The Citizen's want column will furtu;i over and killed near Tecolote.
furnished ball, although it Is antici
you
quick
and ready means
a
nish
pated they will do so. The other that all the world admires: neatness,
of securing It at a minimum exArticles of the following corporamen, one in Denver and another In clear eyes, clean smooth skin and
a
penditure.
want ad in The
Put
Des Moines, Iowa, were also indicted that sprlghtllness of step and action tions were filed In the office of lue
Citizen today and be at work tomorA phy county recorder at Phoenix, Ariz.,
In collection with the same charge. that accompany good health.
row.
The land Involved Is about 900 acres slcally weak woman Is never attract American Oil and Gas company, cap-C.
Electric ital stock, $800,000, incorporators,
i'XMt BALE
near Glenwood Springs. It Is charg- ive, not even to herself.
Price,
ed that the men, after filing on the Bitters restore weak women, give Bradley Klrkpotrlck. W. L.
SNAP
The best paying hotel busiJand, turned it over to the Wisconsin strong nerves, bright eyes, smooth. Allen D.. Baillie; Sunburst Gold Min- A ness
In New Mexico for $1,800 cash.
velvety skin, beautiful complexion. ing and Prospecting company, capiFuel and Coal company.
See M. L. Schutt, 119 South Second
tal stock, $2,000,000, incorporators,
Guaranteed at all druggists, 60c.
street.
o
Henry Lasher. E. I). Lasher, Dr.
Week.
Xw Arrivals for tlio
Ralph Hanson; Andrews oil com- FOR SALE Fine young Jersey bull.
rugs, Ingrain
If you want anything on earth, you pany,
Seamless tapestry
Incor$500,000,
capital
stock,
Inquire mornings, at 611 North
carpets (large assortment) brass and can get It through the want columns porators, A. A. Burchan, John Ross,
First street. Geo. A. Blake.
Iron beds, linoleums, Hoosler Kitchen of The Evening Citizen. We get re
R. E. Lee, S. D. lUillou, W. E. Youle.
Cabinets, China and glassware.
suits.
FOR SALE Half Interest In estabo
y
Furniture Co.
lished poultry business.
A strange story comes from near
Cough Bluewater;
Kennedys
Use
Laxative
Poultry Yards. J. T. Harger,
ngo
young
a
a
days
few
prop., 12th street and Mountain
The best remedy xor bachache, Syrup. Contains no opiates. Xt drives lady who owns a ranch was to have
weak kidneys, inflamatlon
of the the cold out of the system by gently
road.
married and the day and hour
bladder Is DeWltt's Kidney and Blad- moving the bowels. Contains Honey been
was
for the wedding. The groom FOUND Through tne want column
der Pills. Their action Is prompt and Tar and tastes nearly as good as to besetwas
a young man of good cirof The Evening Citizen, just what
and sure. A week's treatment for maple syrup. Children like lL Sold cumstances and held a responsible
you have been looking for. An
25c. Sold by J. H. O'RIelly & Co.
by J. H. O' Rlelly A Co.
position. Just a few minutes before
advertising source sure to bring rethe wedding he left the house for a
turns for small expenditure. Try a
short walk and has not been seen
want ad and be convtneeu.
been
since. Persistent efforts have
IFmade to locate him but with absoNOTICE OF DISSOLUTION.
lutely no success. Thut he was the
victim of foul play Is the only reaNotice is hereby given that the
son advanced from his strange dis- firm of F. E. Sturges & Company
appearance as he had a large sum has this day been dissolved by muof money on his person at the time tual consent of the parties, F. E.
he left the house.
Sturges having purchased the Interest
of Jake Levy in and to said business,
to conduct the
and will continue
same and will collect all indebtedYOUNG SHEEP HERDER
ness due and owing to said firm and
will pay all debts due by same.
F. E. STURGES.
PROBABLY MURDERED
"
JAKE LEVY.
Albuquerque, N .M July 11, 1907.
Williams, Ariz., July 21. Either Cured Three of me Family with One
the victim of a fatal accident, the Bottle of CluunbcruUn's
Colic,
prey of wild beasts or a suLJect of
Cholera and J;nrrlioea Remedy.
foul play Is probably the fate of Do
purchased
a
of
Chamber
bottle
"I
lores Garcia, a native sheep herder
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
employed by C. C Hutchinson. His Iain's
to be all
Remedy,
and found
band of fifteen hundred sheep were claimed for It In the Itadertlsements.
found last Wednesday about five miles Three of the family have used It with
south of Williams, alone and scat- good results In summer complaint.
tered, and apparently had been with
H. E. Howe, publisher of the Press,
out a herder for f"Ur or five days Highland,
Wis. For sale by all drug
No trace of the missing lad could gists.
be found.
sure,
Hmall,
safe pills. Sold by J. H
Garcia bears the reputation of bell
I
ing a steady, hard working boy, and
A large line of trass, bronzed and
Mr. LevarWi. foreman for Hutchinbeds, small refrigerators,
car
son, Is positive he would not have Iron
pets,
linoleum, window shades, cur.
And had been robbed of the very
And had finally been booted off the abandoned the hnnl without notice.
tain poles, stair pads, mattresses.
He has been In th- employ of the stoves
shirt on your back
earth
ranges, Daoy iron Deas
outfit for some time and has alwayn Futrelle ami
Furniture Co.
shown himself a conscientious worker.
Levario discovered the band on
A Memorable Day.
his round of Inspection.
One of the days we remember with
pleasure, as well as with profit to
our health, is tne one on wnicn we
)
SEE
became acquainted with Dr. King's
New Life Pills, the painless purifiers
PRETTltS?
There is no other temper- that cure headache and bllilousness,
.
HERE'S f
ance beverage that is so and keep the bowels right. 25c at all
healthful, wholesome, nour- dealers.
NCE 8I?
ishing and satisfying so
strengthening-- , invigorating rocxxxooooocxxxxxsoocxxxxxr:
fcEMON
and vitalizing aa
BARGAINS
REAL ESTATE

o c5? sr
COME ON,

1WC.E REVEST.

Lee Bent ley, a teamster for the
Helvetia Copixr Co., at AJo, Aril.,
was killed Saturday by
Frank
Wheeler, while resisting arrest.

SUPPLY

WOULDN'T IT MAKE YOU GLAD

After you had been shook down
regularly for your savings

CITIZEN.

Territorial

HAD A FULL

NATIVE

EVENING

mile on

'ou and codllle

y

and tell you It was a joke?

Wouldn't

Ernest Meyers & Co.,
U6118 W. Silver Ave., Albuqiieiqu-PbO- D
125.

ARCHITECTS
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
nett building, Albuquerque,
Both phones.
N OTAJ t Y PTjBtic.

44-4-

Bar

7

N.

Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
Office with W. B. Chlldsrs,

West Gold avenue.

U

HI

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, land office at (Santa Fe, N. M., June 24,

Low rates, long limit, tickets accepted on Limited and all other
trains. Call at ticket office and
will plan your trip back east-- Ws
are all going. Why not youT

w

1807.
Notice Is hereby given that Lucas
Oallegos, of Kan Rafael, N. M., has
filed notice of his Intention to make
final five-yeproof In support of
his claim, viz: Homestead entry No.
6998 made April 22, 1902, for the
WV4 SE!4, and 8
8WK. section 84,
township 6 N, range 7 W., and that

T.

E. PURDY, Agent
A. T. & S. F. RY.

ar

said proof will he made before
Mlrabal. U. S. court commissioner, at San Rafael, N. M., on Aug-

O. A. GLEYOTER

re

ust S, 1907.

He names the following witnesses

to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:

INSURANCE, REAL E8TATa
NOTART PUBLIC.
Rooms IS and
Albuquerque.

unfuriil-lus-

l,

cIom

KILLthi COUGH
thc

luiiiM-kti-piiij-

A. Montoya
215

W--

Gold

Dr. King's

wt

Discovery

Nor

uyuna
,v" WOLDS
M0
PMrs

MIH

mWtm.

aM a a

tfsa,

A

PRICE
uv, a una.
trial Bonis fit

ALL THROAT AND LUNQ TROUBLES.

GUARANTEED SATlSf ACXO&Y
1E MONEY &KFUNDED.

In.

for light- eloM In. IS. 00
room
South
Ikiiic,
Five
13.00
Second Ktrect
I'lie rs)iu frame, I'lrt 20.00
Muni
rooms

mm

m

brick
Six It Mini
cellar,
IniiIi.

Three

II.

Manuel Lucero, Trinidad Sabedra,
Manuel Montoya, Vlctorlno Trujlllo,
Are you looking for something? Reall of San Rafael, N. M.
member the want columns of The
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Evening Citizen are for your especial
Register.
benefit. It talks to the people and
o
they talk to you.
Ixmg Live Ute King
Is the popular cry throughout European countries, while In America, MOTT'S PENNYROYAL
PILLS
the cry of the present day la "Long
Tbcj ovtrcom W
live Dr. King's New Discovery. Kins
v
luriw tad utuUslonabrwsvM rrf
vitfut
of Throat and Lung Remedies!" of
and bantih
uf nieniru
iinn
mrm
They
tiun."
Llfto
Ryder
which Mrs.
Paine.
Julia
alJliif
tortrtttt nipiahuo.j, Kureri'1
Turro. Mass., says: "It never falls
vlottutnt of or vat and tntlf. h
to give Immediate
a
relief and to
ino" o rmfijr fr "mn quJC
quickly cure a cough or cold. "Mrs.
.3 cornet a uisvur. Ml Mr boa
Palne's opinion Is shared by a mabv mull. Hold fv .iW..(a4jL
v MOT T CHEMICAL JO drunt
jority of the inhabitants of this couniTOm
AstJB BY
AHH
bO
try. New Discovery cures weak lungs
and sore throats after all other
remedies have failed; and for coughs
and colds It's the only sure cure.
Guaranteed by all druggists. 60c and
$1.00 bottle free.
m CURE
LUNCS

For Rent

Iioiim,
1 'our ill
$20.00
ward
Apartments In Hope Hats,
modrooms,
hlx
two to
ern conveniences, $10
BO. 00
to
I our room brick house,
bath,
cellar,
Fourth
23.00
ward
Set en room brick liouse,
or
furnished
iihmIitii.

Cromwell Biuek
Telephone No.

14

i.e.

ONE
si

rl.t

SDr.

WUUuint' Iodt&n PIW
will cure blind

anu Iiciiioa
flicti. llitbikori'bihetuiiior..
uU) itie luliiut; st uik'c. sc- is s poultice, mwt inst&nt r.
lief. l'r. Willtuuia'luiliuul'ileOtii.
ftnd Itch
!unt l prepared for Pile
Irir of tin private ports,
t'.ie.y box k
warramei). uy ura'gists, vf uittll on r
ot rri.-u.i
50

JOB

i

I

reals

f

.

Prop.

Sl.lHi,

lvel".i.Vl

BALK BT 8. YANN A

ON.

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE nGITT.

,

PERSONAL.
PARAORAPHS
WEATIIEIl FOHECA9T.
Denver. Colo.. July 22. rartly
olouily tonight and Tuesday with local thti?idtr nt'inn.

Oar Shoes are Paying Investments

TIl.VIX
No.

The money invested in a pair of our dainty Summer
Shoes will give you big returns in satisfaction and comfort. You can pass through the several months of hot
weather ahead of us, without any inconvenience if you
keep your feet cool.

..No.

4.

8.

No. 1.
No.
No. 9.

AltltlYAIjK.

On time.
On 41me.
On time.

time.
".On
Is now 3

hours late.
J. Atchison, of western Oklahoma, was In the city Sunday.
Julius Howh and family, of Iem-liiare In the city today.
Jlrs. M. M. Snyder, of Las Vegas,
spent Sunday In Albuquerque.
Manuel Otero spent today In
from his home In Santa Ke.
Charles Hanna, of S:n Marrlal,
was a visitor In the city yesterday.
M. Mnndell.
the Central avenue
clothier, left last night for New York.
of Holland,
Miss Alice Becker,
MkhlKan. Is the gueat of Mrs. Ixck-har- t.
A.

Alhu-querq-

OUR SHOES WILL DO THIS
$1.50 to $4.00
1.50 to 4.00
1.65 to 5.00 rS
1.50 to 3.50 (
1.00 to 2 50 ;2
1.00 to 2.25

Men's Shoes,
Men's Oxfords,
Women's Shoes, -Women's Oxfords,
Children's Shoes, t
Children's Oxfords,

--

If in Need of Fixtures
Call on

Reliance Electric Co.

I

Cor. 5th St and Central Ave.

9
1

We Have the Largest Stock of

I

Fixtures Ever Seen in the City

THE WAGNER HARDWARE

Plumbers

321-32-

4f

1
1

GO.

Tinners

3

ET

ENISQ

CITIZEN."

have n whlo.me resprt for the
Mcintosh firnwns and their popular
mnnager not to sny that the same
frelln
dos not exist a man base
hnll plnyera who go up against this
star aggregation.
A. Pence and J. It. Head, of Council .Hill, I. T., and H'.li Moston. "if
Muskogee, I. T.. three cattlemen of
that territory, passed through the
nty yesterday.
Patrlco Gonzales, editor of the local Spanish newspaper, Public Opinion, after undergoing a successful operation at St. Joseph's hospital, is
able to be out aaln.
Mrs. J. W. Brldgeman. of Buffalo,
N. Y., Is expected to arrive In Santa
Ke this week on a visit to her daughter, Mrs. ltoss McMillan, wife of Forest Supervisor McMillan.
Judge A. J. Abbott, special attorney
for the Pueblo Indians, arrived here
from Santa Fe to'lay on otllcial business. From here he may take a trip
to the Manzano national forest.
W. S. Praeg. r, a leading merchant
of KosweU and one of the original
settlers of Chaves county, was a guest
at San.ta Fe Saturday. Mr. Praeger
Is also one of the successful sheep
raisers of his sec tion.
Miss Baum. of Omnha, Nob., sister
of Mrs. J. W. Raynolds, will arrive
In Santa Fe during the coming week
and will be the KUest of Acting Governor and Mrs. Raynolds for some
weeks.
Judge ,N. B. Laughlin, who' has
been In Taos f r the past ten days
on legal busine.--s connected with taking testimony In th partition suit of
the Uancho del Mo Grande Land
Grant, has returned to Santa Fe.
'Mrs. Max Frost, accompanied by
her sister, Miss Pain, of Kansas City,
Mil, and Grannie H. Frost, will leave
Santa Fe Tuesday evening for tho
City of Mexico for a ten days' visit
to points of Interest In the Mexica.1
republic.
Judge and Mrs. Daniel II. McMillan, of Las Cruces. who are now tour.
ing In the east, while en route home
will go to Santa Fe for a visit to
their son. Boss McMillan, supervisor
of the Pecos Hiver, Jemez and Taos
national forest.s.
Delegate W. H. Andrews, who for
the past three months has been in
the national capital attending diligently to his duties as delegate In
loking after requests of constituents
and business Inierest to New Mexico In the departments will return to
this territory about the nrst or Aug- -

CASES TRIED TODAY
IN

LOCAL

TAGLETS

COURTS

Great Green Tag Sate

Gaspar Galegos and CeOso Bedlllo
were arraigned before Justice of the
Peace Itoinero In aid town this mornt.
ing on the chnrge St disorderly
The two men engaged In a
list fight Saturday night near the Al- tiuiiierqun. Indian school. Both had
Kedillo was fined 16
been
and C.aingos, ipon whose person
whs found a slung shot, waa fined
IK'.
The case of Garcia vs. Goss. which
was given a hearing In the old town
afternoon.
Justice court Saturday
was appealed by Garcia to the dis- to hold
triet court. Garcia seeksmanager
of
Goss. 'who In the local
company.
Singer
Sewln
Machine
the
liable for a horse bought by Jack
Steward, the agent who absconded
with certain property of the sewing
machine company last May. Steward
bought the horse on th installment
plan from Garcia and then traded It
off before he hail acquired title. The
ca.se was dismissed In Justice court,

Come In before our
closes
and get next to some of the many Bargains we offer. We still
have a good assortment of the following goods on hand.

con-ciic-

dih-.kli.g-

i

j

Take a Postmaster's Word for It.
Mr. M. F. Htfl.'.sn, postmaster at
Cherryvale, Ind., keeps also a stock
of general merchandise and patent:
medicines. He says: "Chamberlain's,
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Rem- edy Is standard here In lis .Inc. It
never falls to give satisfaction and
we could hardly afford to be with- -'
out It." For sale by an druggist.

S. Grantham,
a 1)uslness man of
Kansas City, transacted business In
the city today.
M. Wlshbreen, a merchant of Bernalillo, returned home last evening
after a visit here.
T)r. M. K. Wylder and family returned this morning from an oullng
in the mountains.
Paul Wolf and family, of
Texas, have arrived In tha
A new restaurant tinder the man- city for a brief stay.
sgement of Marcus and Anderson,
Vegas,
left
Lord,
Las
of
Dr. II. F.
has been opentd In place of the one
today for Xatv York to take a specformerly known as Graham's Cafe,
ial course in mediulne.
and Is now In first class running or- Mrs. Thomas B. Catron, of Santa
der. You will find there the best that t
F'e, expects to go to Denver on Tuesthe market affords, at prices to suit
day next for a short visit.
the times. Mr. Anderson Is one of
the best and most experienced cooks
William Gorman and H. A. Petus,
In these parts, and nobobdy knows
two mining men of Lioa Cerrlllos,
the management and flanclerlng of a
spemt Sunday in the city.
restaurant better than Mr. Marcus.
C. Doherty, a railroad man emYour patronage will be appreciated.
ployed by the Santa Fe at L,amy,
o
spent Sunday In Albuquerque.
Kennedy's
Laxative Cough
Use
S. B. Dinnegan and V. H. Tucker,
3t
no opiates.
Syrup.
Contains
two cattlemen of Flagstaff, Ariz., are
drives the cold out of the system by
transacting business in the city.
moving the 'bowels. Contains
gently
Clyde Watson, a mining man 01 use.
Honey and Tar and tastes nearly as'
wi.Hti.rn Arizonn.. Mnpnt Sundav and! Secretary Itoy Stamm, of the fair good as maple syrup. Children like
touay in tne c.iy visum inenus
a.,SOclation. accompanied the big base It. Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly & Co.
Little Miss Hazel Piatt, who hai 1)ali excursion,
to anta Fe yester-bee- n
visiting relatives in Santa Fe, (lay anu-- put n n time "boosting"
are still several months of
left today for her home in St. Louis. tlr tne biggest fair In New Mexico hotThwe
weather ahead of us and It will
M. "Myers, traveling auditor of the with an occasional shout for the
you
pay
to
Invest In a pair of cool, low
a,
Fe with headquarters at To- -, Intosh Browns. The secretary
shoes. We have a fine assortment of
passed through the city today, ceeded In effectively notifying thu snappy, up to date styles and you
arrived capital city that the fair would be the can get Just what you want at the
Harwood
Rev. Thomas
price you are willing to pay. C. May's
a trip best ever- from
here this morning
through the southern portion of the
Frank H. Cole, formerly of New shoe store, 314 West Central avenue.
territory.
York City, and who until a few
who months ago. a member of the Cltl- Mr. and Mrs. D. G. Grant,
have been visiting In the city for a zen's staff, is now at the mining
few weeks, left yesterday for Los An- camp of Cooney, In the Gila forest
reserve in southern .Mew Mexico. Air.
geles,
will learn
Mrs. A. O. Wheeler and two nep- Cole's friends in this city prospering
he Is
hews, Rogers and Bud Flske, of with pleasure that
FOR CASH ONLY
and has
otherwise
In
and
health
Santa Fe, are visiting at Las Vegas
formed an attachment for New MexHot Springs.
permanent
$8.50
American Block per ton
which means another
J. J. Jones, a ibuslness man of ico
Lump
Cerrlllos
resident.
Cud-ah- y
representing
the
Kan.,
Wltchlta,
8.50
Anthracite Nut
Packing company, spent the day
Anthracite Mixed
In Albuquerque.
9.50
SHOE
CONSIDERING
Anthracite, furnaoe si ion
Otto Haan. news agent for the
6.00
Gas Coke
Clean
Harvey system in this city, returned
Smithing Coal.
east,
where he
last night from the
FACTORY OFFER
spent his vacation.
Tltusvllle,
OrltchJow,
of
Walter
who has been camping with Albuquerque friends on the Pecos, left
The Commercial club Is In receipt
of a uronoslUon from a party of east
last night for his home.
capitalists who are considering
ern
t Fxmrn Turnvr WOO TV $3.50
Acheson McCllntock, a merchant
building of a plant for the manu- - jRrM,n
of Klncon, N. Al., passed through Al- the
parcity
and
shoes in this
Factory
buquerque this morning en route to facture of
ties are already looking for a site on
Santa, Fe on business.
build, should they locate
to
which
D. D. Bronson. chief forest inspeclit re.
tor for the department of New MexThe club now has the matter un.-ico and Arizona, left this morning
and should It
consideration
on
business.
forest
Fe
for Santa
make aati.faotory arrangements with
secretary
of tha the promoters, work on the plant
A. It. Immisch,
R. It. Y. M. C. A. of Grand Rapids. wit stiart within a short time.
Michigan, spent the day In the city.
He will leave tonight for Chicago.
TOO LATE TO CIjASSIFY.
Judge N. B. Haney and wife, of
A stenographer.
Call 09
WANTED
city
Green vU'le, Texas, arrived In the
West Copper avenue.
last night. They were accompanied
by P. V. I. Mauri, of Mineral Springs, WANTED Young man
for bakery
wagon to furnish his own wagon
Texas.
115-11- 7
and come well recommended. (Shaw
a well
Mrs. Herman
Gerhardt.
Bakery. SOa South Second street.
known society woman of Los
Botwoen
experienced
passed through Albuquerque WANTED An
Address in own writing,
tills morning en route to Kansas
S.
J.
etc.
experience,
City, Mo.
statin
Brack, manager Rio Grande Lum
Miss Margaret Powers, who has
company,
city
ber
been confined to St. Joseph's hospital
chick
for six weeks with typhlod fever, Is FOR SALE Entire stock of power;
ens, two bone cutters, horse
now recovered and has returned to
etc. Also
cutters,
two alfalfa
her home.
household furniture. Corner Will
Miss Lucretla Whitehead, who haj
avenue
Southern
street
and
n
iam
.been the sues: of Miss Ruth Laugh-liMolltor's Poultry Ranch.
at San'a Fe for several weeks,
left the capital today for her home Lost I'lain gold Mason's emblem
ring. Rei urn to Citizen onice anu
In Golden, Colo.
receive t'i reward.
O. A. Maitson,
the enterprising
manager of the Mclnto-sBrowns.
fiubscrllie for The Ctlhw-- n and get
w:ls the awe of all small boys in
news.
the
boys
small
yesterday.
The
Santa Fei

id

o

j

Sic-San- ta

j

suo-pek-

COAL

Hart, Schaffner & Marx $27.50 Suits,
Green Tagged
$19.75
Hart, Schafmer & Marx $24.00 Suits,
Green Tagged
17.75
Sincerity Guaranteed $20.00 Suits,
Green Tagged
14,75
Sincerity Guaranteed $18.00 Suits,
Green Tagged
12.75
Sincerity Guaranteed $15.00 Suits,
Green Tagged
11.75
RelLVs'e Suits, worth $14.00, Green
Jogged
10.75
Reli&Vvj Suits, worth $12.00, Green
Tagged
8.75
Entire stock of Men's 50c and 75c
Caps, Green Tagged
25c
Entire stock of Boys' 50c Caps, Green
Tagged
25c
Entire stock 50c Belts, Green Tagged 25c
ninLire slock oi ydc ana uuc .belts,
Green Tagged
50c
Men's Fine 15c Handkerchiefs, Green
Tagged
6
Boys' Knee Pants, 75c values, Green
Tagged
45c
All our 75c Straw and Crash Hats,
Green Tagged
45c
l--

Our

Savin
Ice Pads

lfcm"frlr::.rrlv

Line of

White

Refrig-

erators

Ice

Cream
Freezers

is the

most
complete
r
in the

N;3

city-Wate-

XZL.

ft
Water
Filters

Coolers

Koiir-ln-linn-

Just Arrived
A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

mm

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE
tOB North

Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass. Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

An-gei-

.

WATER
COOLERS

Lense

AVE
We Invite

Griniinand

l.t:c;.l
ni
initial

Pu.f

Repairing on Premises ?

lju

Exclusive

BEBBER OPTICAL.CO.

FRESH FISH
Channel Cat Fish
Fresh Mackerel
Barracuda
Red Snapper
Salmon

itvu

Xw"

It's the talk of the town, those
pies like mother (in law) made.

Clothing Sale
A $aving on High Grade Men$ and Boy$ Clothing of
aid you to prepare for your vacation with very little money.

One-flft-

Your choice of all Boys' Wash Suits in
Russian and Sailor Blouse styles, only . .

will

h

G3SS

EL Washburn Co.
122 S. SECOND

v

NORTH FIRST STREET

Railroad and Ccpptr Ave., Tel. 74

Gat den Hose, Garden Tools S
HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

LAWN

MOWERS

COMPANY g
0o WHITNEY
WTinlalp anrl Retail Hardware

119 W. GOLD

Sc

lLl
f
'Priuiniol
For the Next Ten Days
M

IX

1

1- -1

to

1

1

-

Close

Out

CRANE. Millinery
Miss
llivssiuukiiig I'arlors, 5IJ
North Second St.

and

KUM-k- .

summer

C. I

$1.25

FANCY DRY COOPS
Stump! na

Pone to Order.

MuteriuU for

FANCY WORK
STUDY

Mrs. M.

C

224 W,

Wilson

Gold

.

TICKETS

THE

WIINDOWS

Alaska Refriprators
White Mountain Ice Gream Freezers

and have one delivered.

At Lewi Than Coat

All Blue and Black Suit reserved.

20!h

'

None Better

?

Phone 1056

JULY

sJ

McCormick Harvesters and Mowers

,

Oe
Fiac Toctorl' r""
tjvj
Viv. Y-Opticians 1
1 1 5 Weit Gold

Shaw's Bakery

The Great

This Sale closes

rirst St.

All Kindt of Indian and Maxlean Goods. Tha Cbaapast
Plaea to buy Navajo Blankots and Mtxlean Drawn Work
Mail Ordaro Caratully and Promptly rillad.

W. H. HAHN & GO.

dr

Palace

RAILROAD

REMEMBER!

The Central
Avenue Clothier

TREE PRUNERS

THE

Diamond

CTCDM

CllVirkW

WOOD

book-Ueener-

4c

d
200 loz. 50c anil 75c
25o
Tics Green TaciPNl
50 doz. High Grade Shirts worth $1.50 to $2. Grceu Tagged Hoc

0

Alaska Refrigerators

I

R.R.

AND

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHAN8ED

Aisoelatlon Offlea
Trsntaetlon

Guaraataao

ROSENFIH U'S,

1

18 W. fl. R.

An

0o
0
0o
0

Garden Hose and Lawn Mowers
Mine and Mill
Hercules Powder
Plumbine
and

and

Tinning

Hi?h Explosives

Supplies

Mail Orders Solicited
f

mtroot
nr. mouth rint
ia,Jo lie.
mtroot
I, ioa. North rirot

Albuquerque, Hew Mexico

0
00
0
0
0O
o
0
0
0

